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Iridium announces historic GMDSS
launch and first live installation
In December last year, Iridium announced the GMDSS service launch,
marking a historic moment in maritime safety. Wouter Deknopper, vice president
and general manager of maritime at Iridium Communications explains
what the launch means for maritime innovation and safety at sea.
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n December 15, 2020,
Iridium announced the
launch of the Iridium
Global Maritime Distress
and Safety System (GMDSS) service,
bringing reliable, truly global GMDSS
services to the market for the first
time ever. The system commenced
operation on Friday 11 December,
giving seafarers a real-time emergency response and rescue service for the
first time in history. Iridium shared
this announcement during a virtual
press conference[1] featuring Iridium
leadership, industry officials and
experts.
"This is a historic moment in both
the satellite and maritime industries,"
said Matt Desch, CEO of Iridium. "It
is not every day that you get to
announce the launch of a service that
will most certainly save lives and is
bringing innovation to this important
maritime service."
Iridium reports that no other maritime emergency response system
matches the coverage and real-time
communications capability of the
Iridium GMDSS service. Unlike previous options, Iridium Connected
GMDSS terminals initiate both
Distress Alert and Safety Voice quickly with the press of just one button.
The service also provides reliable
coverage, even in adverse weather,
around the entire globe, including
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The LT-3100S, Iridium’s first GMDSS terminal. Image courtesy of Lars Thrane

over the Arctic and Antarctic waters
in Sea Area A4, for the first time ever.
Additionally, the affordable cost of
the Lars Thrane LT-3100S, Iridium’s
inaugural GMDSS terminal, allows
more vessels to access these life-saving services.
Iridium worked thoroughly to
ensure that they met all the objectives
required to provide the service. After
being recognised by the IMO's
Maritime Safety Committee[2] to provide GMDSS service, Iridium has
worked closely with its regulator,
the International Mobile Satellite
Organization (IMSO), to meet all conditions required for service introduction. IMO director of Maritime Safety
Heike Deggim shared: "On behalf
of the International Maritime

Organization, I extend my sincere
congratulations to Iridium for
announcing the formal launch of its
GMDSS services."
Captain Moin Ahmed, director
general of IMSO, regulator of the
GMDSS system, provided some additional context regarding the qualification process for Iridium noting:
"Overall, our formal evaluation of
Iridium took more than four years,
and at each step Iridium successfully
demonstrated that its Safety Voice,
Distress Alert and Iridium SafetyCast
maritime environment broadcasts not
only met all IMO requirements, but in
many cases, exceeded them. I am
proud to be a part of this event and
this historic moment."
Master mariner and senior marine
continued on page 2
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continued from page 1
specialist for Maersk Captain Brian Soberg
Petersen shared his experience as part of
the testing process and stated: "At Maersk,
we have been very satisfied with the capabilities of the Iridium system and are
presently analysing our future communications plans, where we believe Iridium
GMDSS could serve an additional function
as a backup data connection as well, in lieu
of our existing system."
Speaking from the Rescue Coordination
Centre perspective, watch leader and
senior search and rescue officer for RCC
New Zealand Dave Wilson spoke about
their experience with the new system:
"Having played a significant role in the
developmental testing of the Iridium
GMDSS, both from shore-to-ship and the
ship-to-shore pathways, this new system is
the type of technological advancement that
will enhance GMDSS. Our team at the
Rescue Coordination Centre of New
Zealand, and the crew of the New Zealand
research vessel that has been assisting with
the testing, have been very impressed with
the Iridium GMDSS system."
Shortly following the announcement,
the world's first commercial activation of
Iridium GMDSS[3] took place on the
Norwegian trawler Trygvason in the historic Norwegian town of Haugesund. Two
Lars Thrane LT-3100S GMDSS terminals
were successfully installed on the trawler
with the support of Iridium partner
Applied Satellite Technology (AST) and
local
marine
services
specialist

First test call by radio surveyor Stig Harbak. Image courtesy of AST
Brommeland Elektronikk. The trawler
operates in some of the most dangerous
waterways and has had difficulties with its
previous safety system in the past. Unlike
the alternative provider, Iridium GMDSS
offers coverage to the entire planet, including the Arctic waters where the Trygvason
sails. The decision to install two Iridium
GMDSS terminals on the Trygvason shows
confidence in fully depending on Iridium.
Helge Børseth, managing director of
Brommeland, said: “Our customer chose
Iridium’s GMDSS solution because it offers
the richest set of safety and associated ser-

[1] https://www.webcaster4.com/Webcast/Page/1899/39086
[2] https://investor.iridium.com/Iridium-Makes-Maritime-Industry-History
[3] https://www.theastgroup.com/us/news/news-worlds-first-commercial-activation-iridium-gmdss/

Inmarsat passes 10,000-vessel
Fleet Xpress installation milestone
www.inmarsat.com
Inmarsat has completed its 10,000th Fleet
Xpress ship installation and at the same
time has launched a new ‘Fleet Data
Academy’ with existing partners,
shipowners and operators. The academy
will support the full understanding and
adoption of the rapidly growing range of
digital applications that are making the
maritime industry safer, greener and more
efficient.
Fleet Xpress clients now include MOL,
K-Line and Hapag-Lloyd, Bourbon,
Tidewater and Maersk Supply, as well as
growing numbers of yachts, passenger
ships and fishing boats. Strong customer
growth has seen Inmarsat report average
daily download rates per vessel of around
8GB as of December 2020. This compares to
less than 4 GB at the mid-year point of 2020.
“The Fleet Xpress service with unlimited back-up continues to provide shipping’s gold standard for seamless, mobile
broadband. We are now entering a ‘Fleet
Xpress 2.0’ era as it moves way beyond a
connectivity pipe, and becomes a true digital platform with our Fleet Data service
now integrated as part of Fleet Xpress with
the basic level of Fleet Data free of charge.
This makes access to an ecosystem of
applications and value-added services
available on demand,” commented Ronald
Spithout, president of Inmarsat Maritime.
“With 10,000 vessels worldwide now
depending on Fleet Xpress 24/7, this is a

vices on the market, including immediate
RCC-to-vessel voice call-back as well as
standard voice and SMS in addition to
guaranteed coverage in their operating
region. This means the Trygvason can cut
back on other onboard equipment and
costs and simplify their operations whilst
satisfying the critical maritime safety
requirements.”
With Iridium GMDSS formally
launched, mariners can now enjoy the
technological capabilities of the safety service with voice and data, all available
through one affordable terminal.
DS

moment to express our thanks to our endusers and our technology, installation,
manufacturing and channel partners, and
to reflect on 2020 as the tipping point for
maritime digitalisation. That is why we
have launched our new ‘Fleet Data
Academy’ in order to work together with
partners and end-users to realise the full
benefits of digitalisation,” Mr Spithout
added.
The installation landmark was reached
during the same month as Inmarsat’s most
powerful satellite to date entered service,
with GX5 joining the only globally available high-speed mobile broadband network delivered by a single operator. GX5
provides additional capability to maritime
customers of Fleet Xpress in Europe and
the Middle East and delivers approximately double the combined capacity of the
entire existing GX fleet (GX1-GX4).
“COVID-19 has brought a major spike
in data demand for crew connectivity and
our Fleet Hotspot wi-fi solution has gained
exceptional traction, but the arrival of Fleet
Data as maritime’s first secure and scalable
Internet of Things platform has also been
pivotal,” said Mr Spithout. “Using cloudbased data storage and interfacing easily
with decision-making software, this has
moved Fleet Xpress to a ‘2.0’ solution. This
also delivers fully on the promise of smart
shipping, fully-scalable for vessel operators, making maritime accessible for startup application providers just as it is for
established corporates.”
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Comtech awarded
$11.4M delivery order for
satellite earth station
equipment
www.comtechefdata.com
Comtech
Telecommunications
has
announced that its Tempe, Arizona-based
subsidiary, Comtech EF Data Corp was
awarded an $11.4 million delivery order in
support of a previously announced $58.8
million indefinite delivery/indefinite
quantity (IDIQ) contract from the U.S.
Naval Information Warfare Systems
Command. Funded orders received todate under this IDIQ contract now total
$42.1 million.
The delivery order specified Comtech
EF Data’s SLM-5650B Satellite Modems and
firmware upgrades. The SLM-5650B
Satellite Modem is Comtech EF Data’s latest generation modem product targeted for
critical commercial backhaul, government
and military applications. The SLM-5650B
leverages the heritage and feature set of the
SLM-5650A modem. The SLM-5650B supports backwards compatibility/interoperability for existing SLM-5650A networks
while providing enhanced performance
and an expanded feature set. The commercially available modems will support satellite communications and interoperability
across the Navy’s platforms and shore sites.
“It is a privilege to have the continued
opportunity to support the U.S. Navy’s
satellite communications requirements
with our latest generation solutions,” said
Fred Kornberg, chairman of the board and
chief executive officer of Comtech
Telecommunications Corp.
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Making ship to shore communications a breeze
The COVID-19 pandemic’s restrictions on travel and transit have had a major impact on seafarers around the world
and highlighted the critical role of technology in supporting effective communications and connections
between ships and shore, writes Alexander Buchmann, managing director at Hanseaticsoft.

I

n September, the International Maritime Organization[1] reported that
some 400,000 crew members were
trapped at sea and continuing to
work, as it was impossible for companies
to change crews.
The situation was declared ‘a humanitarian crisis’ and, while the UN has adopted a resolution to encourage its members
to make seafarers key workers so they can
be prioritised for travel, only 46 countries
have agreed to this pledge and the situation continues.
For those stranded at sea, technology
has proved a lifeline as it has enabled seafarers to keep in touch with family, friends,
and their colleagues onshore, which has
been essential for their mental health and
wellbeing.
For shipping companies, having
advanced technology that facilitates
good communications is not only a must
for their seafarers, but it can also support
the safety of their vessels and crews and
enable the effective management of their
operations.
Like all industries, the onset of the pandemic saw shipping companies send home
staff to work remotely and, in some cases,
this highlighted key technology gaps.
Those businesses who use cloud computing to run their business could access
data and information from any location
and they were at a major advantage.
Conversely, many of those still using
paper-based systems and outdated technology realised they needed to change.

For this reason, in the past year, we
have seen a major increase in companies
investing in technology and moving their
businesses into the cloud. They have wanted to have a more connected workforce
and facilitate faster, effective communications and collaboration between teams, as
well as to streamline processes, drive
down costs and improve efficiencies.
One key benefit of moving into the
cloud is the real time sharing of information and data. Using the cloud, companies
can centralise all their data and share information easily with all staff wherever they
are based. With data accessible in one central place, people no longer work in silos
and can communicate and collaborate easily with colleagues, which can transform
how a business operates.
This means that business critical information such as important maritime
instructions, crew schedules, payroll data
and other key communications can be
shared by the team onshore with the crews
and it can be actioned immediately, ensuring the company is responsive and dynamic and can react to any situation.
This can also improve safety operations.
For example, sending out a fire drill procedure can be done in one click to all the vessels that need it. This speeds up communications and saves fleet managers from having to manually send instructions or check
if all vessels have received them.
Crew management and administration is
another area that really benefits from cloud
computing. Our crew management soft-

Kyoritsu Radio adds Iridium
Certus service to portfolio
www.kyoritsuradio.com
www.iridium.com
Iridium Communications has announced
the addition of Kyoritsu Radio Service as
an Iridium Certus service provider.
Through this agreement, Kyoritsu Radio
will also support the provisioning of
Iridium Certus service by Furuno Electric,
expanding its portfolio of Iridium satellite
communication services.
As a subsidiary of Furuno, Kyoritsu will
now expand its Iridium portfolio of offerings by marketing Iridium Certus services
with Furuno's support and global sales
network.
"Adding Iridium Certus services to our
portfolio will give the Japanese maritime
industry and our customers globally a superior choice for connectivity at sea in terms of
L-band speed and coverage," said Yuzuru
Takayama, president, Kyoritsu Radio
Service. "Iridium products and services continue to provide reliable connectivity for our
customers in all the world's oceans."
"Furuno has been a strategic partner of
Iridium for several years, and we are excited to add the Iridium Certus service to our

portfolio of offerings for our maritime customers," said Muneyuki Koike, senior
managing director, Furuno Electric. "We
strive to offer the highest quality technology to our customers at all times, and the
Iridium Certus service enables a new generation of L-band communications that
provides industry leading incomparable
coverage and speeds. We are proud to
offer this service."
Kyoritsu and Furuno will jointly pursue
Iridium Certus adoption in various maritime sectors including commercial shipping, fishing, leisure, and government.
Delivered through small form factor, costeffective antennas and terminals, Iridium
Certus has seen growing adoption by the
maritime industry with thousands of terminals in service today.
"Since its inception, Iridium Certus has
been setting a new standard for L-band
connectivity at sea," commented Bryan
Hartin, executive vice president, sales and
marketing, Iridium. "We are excited that
our partners Furuno and Kyoritsu are
expanding their Iridium offerings and will
enable more ships to navigate safely and
stay connected no matter where they sail."

ware module empowers masters on board
to take an active part in crew management
and do a variety of administrative tasks
directly onboard so it is faster and easier.
Using the software, they can plan their
crews, manage all their work documentation and visas, and schedule their working
and rest hours in line with regulations.
They can also use the system to request
relief for crews on board. Additionally,
communication with agents or travel agencies can be sped up significantly since the
system offers the option to use templates
which are automatically filled with the seafarer’s data to be forwarded and further
processed.
There is also a self-service crew portal
which gives seafarers autonomous access to
their personal data, which increases transparency. They can view important information such as their schedules and rest hours,
their work documents, or performance
related data. They can also use the system to
handle expenses such as special allotments
or travel expenses and have them directly
approved on board, without waiting for
them to be verified by the office.
Using these kinds of cloud solutions
speeds up communications considerably.
Companies no longer need to send emails
back and forth, requesting or forwarding
information. Data is entered once at one
end and made available to everybody else
regardless of their or location, improving
communication and collaboration and
reducing a great deal of time spent on
administrative tasks.

Author Alexander Buchmann,
managing director at Hanseaticsoft
The pandemic has advanced technological progress in the industry significantly.
It has shown that having a connected
workforce is not only essential for companies to effectively manage operations, but
to support the wellbeing of seafarers.
Looking to the future, more companies
will have access to 5G technology at sea
and will be able to benefit from cloudbased solutions and mobile apps on
board. Then, having a connected workforce will be a reality for shipping compaDS
nies everywhere.
[1] https://bit.ly/3jWQw7e

Arklow Shipping chooses Satcom
Global Aura VSAT for new vessel
www.asl.ie
www.satcomglobal.com
Ireland headquartered shipowner and
charterer Arklow Shipping has contracted
communications solutions provider,
Satcom Global, to install Aura VSAT
across seventeen new build vessels which
will begin delivery in 2021.
The new vessels will be activated on a
range of Aura service packages, all with
Committed Information Rate for guaranteed service quality, and companion
options to suit their different sailing patterns. Ten new C-Class vessels will benefit
from unlimited Ku-band connectivity with
4G back-up to complement their short sea
shipping requirements and operations
close to shore. The additional Seven 6,500ton vessels will have Iridium Certus activated onboard as a high-speed back-up to
the primary VSAT connection.
Graeme Gordon, global commercial
director at Satcom Global, commented:
“As an early adopter of Aura VSAT, we are
delighted that Arklow has chosen to extend
the service to their new build vessels, ensuring access to the same quality technology
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and user experience that other vessels in the
Arklow fleet have benefited from. It is a pleasure to work with the Arklow team, and we
look forward to supporting their evolving
communications needs long into the future.”
Arklow currently has 20 vessels using
Satcom Global Aura VSAT, supporting
communications requirements for both
business operations and crew connectivity
and wellbeing.
Declan Lott, IT manager at Arklow
Shipping, said: “We have first-hand experience of the excellent quality connectivity
Aura VSAT delivers, so it was a natural
decision to install the service across our
growing fleet of vessels. As a ship owner
and manager, it is imperative to keep operations running smoothly and the in-depth
knowledge that Satcom Global has of our
fleet and our needs, enables them to deliver a first-class service and support.”
Satcom Global is providing Intellian
v85NX Ku-band systems to deliver the Aura
VSAT service to Arklow vessels, boasting
the most efficient and high performing RF
gain over any other sub 1m antenna on the
market. Iridium Certus will be supported by
the new feature-rich Intellian C700 terminal.
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Thales Alenia to build Telesat’s LEO broadband constellation
www.telesat.com
www.thalesgroup.com
Telesat has entered into an agreement with
Thales Alenia Space to be the prime manufacturer of Telesat’s global LEO constellation, Lightspeed.
Initially comprised of a fleet of 298 nextgeneration satellites integrated with an
advanced ground network. Lightspeed is
an innovative, cutting-edge broadband
satellite network. Thales Alenia Space and
its affiliate Telespazio have made a
Lightspeed capacity commitment in connection with the agreement.
Lightspeed has been optimised to serve
the fast-growing broadband connectivity
requirements of fixed and mobile network
operators, aeronautical and maritime
users, enterprise customers and governments. Operating under Telesat’s global
Ka-band priority spectrum rights, the first
Lightspeed satellites are expected to be
launched in approximately two years, with

customer beta testing beginning shortly
thereafter and commercial services commencing in the second half of 2023.
“We are very pleased to be moving forward with Thales Alenia Space on
Lightspeed, the most advanced and capable LEO network in the world,” stated
Dan Goldberg, president and CEO of
Telesat. “As the world’s leader in manufacturing and implementing cutting edge
global satellite constellations, Thales
Alenia Space is the right industrial partner
to deliver Lightspeed, a fully integrated
global communications network that will
revolutionise satellite-delivered broadband and give Telesat and its customers a
decisive competitive edge in this high
growth market.
“The name Lightspeed underscores the
essential speed advantages inherent to
Telesat’s LEO design. Lightspeed is the
most technologically capable satellite communications network in history and
exploits the latest advances in space-based

Thales Alenia Space will be the prime manufacturer of Telesat’s
global LEO constellation, Lightspeed. Image courtesy of Telesat

data processing, laser communications,
digital antenna technology and machine
learning.”
Lightspeed will provide fibre-like connectivity across the entire Earth at price
points that allow network operators to efficiently and economically enhance their
network coverage, performance and profitability. Designed with a deep understanding of the bandwidth intensive applications and cloud-based network connectivity that users require, Lightspeed will
eliminate the hurdles that telecommunications service providers face today when
incorporating satellite into their networks.
Operating roughly just 1,000 kilometers
above Earth in LEO, Lightspeed will be
free from the long latency delays and
capacity limitations that are inherent to
satellites in geostationary and medium
Earth orbits. In addition, Lightspeed satellites incorporate leading-edge technologies
and features, including:
• Sophisticated phased array antennas
on each satellite that are combined with
advanced beam hopping technology to
create approximately 135,000 beams
that can dynamically focus multiple
Gbps of capacity – an order of magnitude higher than any other system into demand hot spots like remote
communities, large airports or major
sea ports;
• Nearly 1,200 high capacity optical links
– four on each satellite – that combine
to create a first-ever, highly resilient,
flexible and secure space-based IP network, moving data across the network

First commercial activation of Iridium GMDSS
AST’s group managing director. “The launch of
Iridium’s GMDSS service expands the options
Norwegian trawler Trygvason has installed two available to our seafaring customers, delivers sigLars Thrane LT-3100S GMDSS terminals by local nificant additional capability and provides an
marine
services
specialist
Brommeland IMO-approved, truly global distress service”. He
Elektronikk, with Iridium GMDSS service provid- added: “I’m delighted and incredibly proud to be
ed by remote communications solutions provider, part of this latest innovation at sea”.
Per Helge Børseth, managing director of
Applied Satellite Technology (AST).
The state-of-the-art terminal manufactured by Brommeland said: “Our customer chose Iridium’s
Lars Thrane is the only GMDSS terminal paired GMDSS solution because it offers the richest set of
with Iridium’s truly global network and able to safety and associated services on the market,
including immediate RCC-to-vessel voice callenjoy superior GMDSS coverage.
“When it comes to safety and communications, back as well as standard voice and SMS in addition
our maritime customers demand choice, capability to guaranteed coverage in their operating region.
and above all, absolute dependability from their This means the Trygvason can cut back on other
services and suppliers” said Gregory Darling, onboard equipment and costs and simplify their
operations whilst satisfying the critical maritime safety requirements.”
As well as voice and SMS, the
LT-3100S features a unique Distress
Alert & Safety Voice capability and a
red button which, when pressed,
alerts the RCC and puts the vessel’s
crew in direct conversation with an
operator within 30 seconds.
Kyle Hurst, director of maritime
safety and security services for
Iridium added: “This is the culmination of many years of effort to bring to
market the next generation of safetyat-sea services. We’re delighted that
Norwegian trawler Trygvason has installed two Lars Thrane
mariners now have a new GMDSS
LT-3100S GMDSS with Iridium GMDSS service provided
option and through our partner AST
by remote communications solutions provider AST
we’ve started our customer journey.”

and around the world at the speed of
light;
• Data processing in space, including full
digital modulation and demodulation
on the satellite, coupled with a revolutionary end-to-end network operating
system, that improves link performance and gives customers unprecedented flexibility for routing traffic
across the globe, eliminating gateway
hops for the fastest, most secure, endto-end delivery of data; and
• A patent-pending architecture for the
constellation of satellites, which features satellites operating in both polar
and inclined orbital planes. This results
in true pole-to-pole global coverage,
concentrating capacity in areas where it
is most needed to maximise network
efficiency and achieve superior unit
cost economics.
Telesat is developing affordable end-user
terminals, with a range of antennas and
modems optimised for each of the market
verticals Lightspeed will serve. In addition,
Lightspeed leverages industry-wide network interface standards to enable simple,
seamless integration with customers’ terrestrial networks, without the need to integrate proprietary hardware or software.
Under the terms of the Agreement, the
parties have provided for the advancement
of the program while the financing for the
project is being finalised. The commencement of full construction activities and the
final constellation deployment schedule
are subject to, and conditional upon, the
progress of the financing for the program.

Kilo Marine joins KVH Watch
Solution Partner program

www.iridium.com

www.kilomarine.com
www.kvh.com
KVH Industries has announced
that Kilo Marine has joined the
KVH Watch Solution Partner program and will offer KVH Watch
connectivity as part of a wide
range of marine services.
In particular, the digital services that Kilo Marine offers via its
V-Node platform will use KVH
Watch to provide dedicated connectivity and on-demand Remote
Expert Intervention, allowing
highly skilled Kilo Marine technicians to support their customer
base anywhere around the world.
Kilo Marine’s V-Node is a powerful IoT data acquisition tool offering
intelligent
data
processing/sampling at source
and compatibility with a wide
range of electrical data formats.
“The unique combination of VNode and KVH Watch will deliver
an affordable and managed IoT
infrastructure for shipowners and
managers with the added benefit
of real-time analytics and direct
on-demand video interventions
for troubleshooting, vetting,
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Sven Brooks, senior director of IoT
business development for KVH
audits, and more,” said Warren
Haills, managing director of Kilo
Marine.
“The ability to do field service
remotely is becoming more and
more important every day and we
are pleased that the experts at Kilo
Marine have chosen KVH Watch
as one of their solutions for dedicated connectivity to enable
remote monitoring, service, and
intervention,” said Sven Brooks,
senior director of IoT business
development for KVH.
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Millenia Maritime chooses Navarino’s Prodigy Ku-band service
IT manager.
For the crew of the Futura, Millenia
offers 50 MB data PINs presently in order
Navarino’s new Prodigy hybrid service, to grant them internet access in a conwhich combines Intelsat FlexMaritime’s trolled manner, and in the near future will
network over a 1m v100 Intellian antenna introduce the Infinity time-limited data
and the L-band network by Iridium PINs which control internet usage onboard
Certus, has been installed on a Millenia with time quotas to ensure that the vessel’s
Maritime chemical tanker in Piraeus. Six of connectivity is not constantly being used
the seven vessel fleet is now under the sup- for non-business purposes.
When asked about what appealed the
port of Navarino’s FX service.
Millenia has mostly been using the most about Prodigy and the reason for
newly installed service for file sync appli- investing into the newer parts of
cations, Infinity Mail, and smart relays, Navarino’s product portfolio, Mr Rizos
with 5 PCs from the IT side connected to said both cost efficiency and technology.
Prodigy provides no minimum contact
the business network.
“Until now, everything has been stable. durations and no early termination fees, as
We had some opportunities to make some well as three levels of the service to suit the
calls and already we see that call quality is specific needs of each shipping company.
amongst the clearest we have experi- Technology was also cited by Mr Rizos as
enced,” said Mr Ioannis Rizos, Millenia’s a key driver.
Navarino’s other
newest
service,
Spectrum - a real
time, centralised,
detailed listing and
health monitor for a
vessels’ IT and OT
infrastructure
&
equipment,
was
also
installed
onboard. Mr Rizos
said: “Spectrum is a
very well-designed
Navarino’s new Prodigy hybrid service has been installed
tool which is espeon a Millenia Maritime chemical tanker in Piraeus
cially useful for
www.navarino.co.uk
www.millenia.gr

when we need to show vessel inspectors
the onboard OT inventory. This is a big
plus of the Spectrum service as these
inspections are a TMSA requirement
which Spectrum allows us to comply with
in a very easy to access, presentable format.”
Navarino’s account manager for
Millenia Maritime, Ioannis Brougiannakis,
said: “Our Prodigy service combines
Intelsat’s FlexMaritime network of KU
satellites with Iridium Certus, the fastest Lband network, for a new concept in connectivity. Prodigy offers connectivity as a managed service and by combining it with
Infinity which acts as the ‘brain’ of the system we are able to offer Millenia an highly
robust experience in terms of internet access
and overall connectivity. We all know that
reliable links with shore are vital in today’s
industry to ensure operational efficiency,
crew welfare and vessel safety. Especially
now during these very difficult pandemicaffected times, crewmembers often stay
onboard for many months so the need to
keep in touch with their families ashore
makes reliable connectivity services more
important than ever.
“With Prodigy we enable our customers
to configure their connectivity to their
exact requirements, while at the same time
we increase the value for our customers by
giving them the chance to freely upgrade
/downgrade between the 3 main packages
we offer, namely Entry, Business and
Premium without downgrade penalties.”

Speedcast to emerge from Chapter 11 with $500M Centerbridge investment
www.speedcast.com
Speedcast is set to emerge from Chapter
11 with a new USD $500 million equity
investment from Centerbridge. The funding will be used in part to repay all of its
USD $285 million debtor-in-possession
financing, as well as a permanent reduction of all of the USD $634 million senior
secured debt of the company.
The U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the
Southern District of Texas confirmed on
January 25, 2020 Speeedcast and certain of
its affiliates’ Plan of Reorganisation. This

comes 9 months after Speedcast first
announced its decision to recapitalise its
business through voluntary Chapter 11
proceedings on April 23, 2020.
The confirmation clears the path for
Speedcast to successfully complete the
Chapter 11 process after receiving final
regulatory approvals and satisfying customary closing conditions, which is
expected by the end of the first quarter of
2021. The company is poised to emerge
with a significantly strengthened balance
sheet and the support of Centerbridge
Partners, L.P. and its affiliates as its new

owner.
“The Court’s confirmation of the Plan
marks a key milestone in the company’s
efforts to become a stronger business and
positions us to emerge in the near term,
having achieved our goals,” said Stephe
Wilks, chair of Speedcast. “Throughout the
restructuring process, the Company’s
global workforce has delivered on its commitments while adapting to change. On
behalf of the Board, we are immensely
grateful for the ongoing patience and trust
that the Company’s employees, customers
and partners have shown in this process.”

SpaceX launches
record number of
spacecraft in single
launch
www.spacex.com
On January 24 at 10am EST, SpaceX
launched 10 Starlink satellites and 133
commercial and government spacecraft,
achieving the highest number of spacecraft ever deployed on a single mission.
Falcon 9 launched Transporter-1,
SpaceX’s first dedicated SmallSat
Rideshare Program mission, from Space
Launch Complex 40 (SLC-40) at Cape
Canaveral Space Force Station in Florida.
The 10 Starlink satellites onboard were
also equipped with laser links, which
eliminate the need for ground stations,
and will deploy a polar orbit.
Elon Musk confirmed that all future
satellites will also be equipped with the
laser link technology.

Iridium goes live with
real-time maritime
emergency service
www.iridium.com
Iridium has announced a historic achievement with the launch of the Iridium
Global Maritime Distress and Safety
System (GMDSS) service.
The system commenced operation on
Friday 11 December and for the first time
in history is providing given seafarers a
real-time emergency response and rescue
service that works everywhere in the
world.
Iridium's GMDSS service is built on the
company's upgraded $3 billion satellite
network, completed in 2019, and utilises
the company's valuable L-band satellite
spectrum. This spectrum serves as a
weather-resilient complement to other
satellite broadband capabilities on ships,
aircraft and vehicles and is also a requirement for GMDSS terminals on SOLASclass vessels.

OneWeb raises $1.4bn with $350m injection from Softbank
www.oneweb.world
www.group.softbank
www.hughes.com
OneWeb has secured additional funding
from SoftBank Group and Hughes Network
Systems, bringing OneWeb’s total funding
to $1.4 billion. The capital raised to date
positions OneWeb to be fully funded for its
first-generation satellite fleet, totalling 648
satellites, by the end of 2022.
OneWeb’s mission is to deliver broadband connectivity worldwide to bridge the
global Digital Divide by offering everyone,
everywhere access including to the
Internet of Things (IoT) future and a pathway to 5G. OneWeb’s LEO satellite system
includes a network of global gateway stations and a range of user terminals for different customer markets capable of deliv-

ering affordable, fast, high-bandwidth and
low-latency communications services.
In December 2020, OneWeb launched
36 new satellites, built at its Airbus Joint
Venture assembly plant in Florida, USA,
bringing the company’s total fleet to 110
satellites, all fully-functioning and benefitting from International Telecommunication
Union spectrum priority.
Sunil Bharti Mittal, executive chairman
of OneWeb, commented: “We are delighted to welcome the investment from
SoftBank and Hughes. Both are deeply
familiar with our business, share our
vision for the future, and their commitment allows us to capitalise on the significant growth opportunity ahead for
OneWeb. We gain from their experience
and capabilities, as we deliver a unique
LEO network for the world.”

Secretary of State, BEIS, The Rt. Hon.
Kwasi Kwarteng, MP said: “Our investment in OneWeb is part of our continued
commitment to the UK’s space sector,
putting Britain at the forefront of the latest
technological advances. Today’s investment brings the company one step closer
to delivering its mission to provide global
broadband connectivity for people, businesses and governments, while potentially
unlocking new research, development and
manufacturing opportunities in the UK.”
Neil Masterson, CEO of OneWeb, said:
“OneWeb’s mission is to connect everyone, everywhere. We have made rapid
progress to re-start the business since
emerging from Chapter 11 in November.
We welcome the investments by SoftBank
and Hughes as further proof of progress
towards delivering our goal.”
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The additional funding will enable
OneWeb to move forward with its launch
plans. Image courtesy of OneWeb
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C-TAB
Bogerd Martin introduces the Chart Track C-Tab
The Chart Track C-Tab offers ship crews the power to create fully comprehensive
passage plans anywhere and at any time on the vessel. All AVCS charts purchased
urchased
for your ship are displayed in a well-organized ENC viewer and allows for the passage
plans to be automatically hazard checked, just as the ECDIS would.
In addition to viewing the charts, layers such as ADRS, ATT, ADLL, Piracy and
dding the
weather are available for use, from the preinstalled EasyNav software. Adding
Instrumentation license pack allows the C-Tab to function exactly like thee ECDIS
on board, ensuring the availability of navigational means, even if all else fails.
rd
Not only is the C-Tab your mobile solution to passage planning and hazard
checking, it is also designed to be used in a marine environment. With itss
military grade protective case, it is safe to use on board your vessel.
The case provides ample protection for most occasional incidents and is agile in
every sense of the word. It’s a must have tool for maritime professionals that don’t
on of their
want to be restricted to any one place on their ship during the preparation
voyages.

Having a solution like the C-Tab on board is becoming the standard. And fast.
Vessels that sails without paper charts on board should never be at risk of falling
completely without means of navigation. With the C-Tab the crew has a reliable
and familiar way to continue their navigation in a safe way when all else fails.
Nelson Morais– Bogerd Martin – Chart Track (Head of Technology, Innovation and Support)

Navigational Safety
In The Palm of Your Hand

For
or more informa
information, contact us on sales@martin.be
www.charttrack.com
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CYBERSECURITY

Cyber risks are always evolving.
Risk management should too
Cybersecurity is an issue wherever data is stored, transferred, or used, and shipping is no less exposed to these risks than
other sectors, write Capt. Simon Hodgkinson, head of loss prevention and Chris South, senior underwriter at West P&I Club.

I

ndeed, the risks are growing;
attempted cyber-attacks in the shipping industry have grown by 400 per
cent since February 2020, according
to Israeli defence company Naval.
Some of the cyber risks onboard a vessel are the same as in any office. Standard
systems like computers, IP phones, and
emails could be compromised by a hacker. Commercially sensitive information
may be auctioned off, and employees
can be locked out of the technology
required to do their jobs. Such failures
have knock on effects, sparking significant costs and creating regulatory and
contractual difficulties.
A modern vessel’s operational technologies can also be compromised. These systems will use data to monitor, provide
insight, or automate essential functions.
Inbuilt cybersecurity is generally less
mature for these technologies than for conventional IT, and the consequences of a
breach may be even more severe. For
example, a condition monitoring system

could be rendered useless by a breach that
inputs distorted data. Similarly, information gleaned by an attacker could be used
to disable a ship and hold it for ransom.
Bridge systems represent an equally
pressing concern. Should a dynamic positioning system, autopilot, ECDIS, GNSS
or other navigational aid stop functioning
in the Bosporus Strait or Suez Canal it
could create an international incident. Not
to mention the ensuing supply chain
chaos it would cause, or the significant
safety risks it would create for the seafarers onboard.

New practices under
the revised ISM Code
Recognising that these risks can have a
direct impact on the safety of a vessel, a
revised version of the ISM Code entered
into force on the 1st of January this year.
These guidelines are designed to create a
system of continuous improvement for
cyber-risk management. The pre-existing
Safety Management Systems (SMS) have

been expanded to cover cyber risks.
Where shipowners and managers
should have updated their SMS to include
cyber-risks by the 1st of January this year,
within the ISM Code is the basis of continual improvement – ensuring that shipowners are improving their risk management
as the complexity and danger from attacks
evolves.
The first stage of the process is to identify the people responsible for managing
cyber risks, and the systems that could
pose a risk to the vessel if disrupted. Risk
control processes and measures must
then be executed, alongside contingency
planning.
Shipowners and managers must also
develop and implement processes to
quickly detect a cyber incident, alongside
actionable plans to provide resilience and
responses that improves vessels online
safely. Plans should also be put into place
to back up and restore ship-systems quickly after an incident.
At the same time, it is important to note
that the wording of the IMO resolutions
surrounding this update have created
scope for different interpretations across
jurisdictional lines. Under the resolution,
the updated ISM Code only acts as highlevel guidance for administrations who
have been told to improve their cybersafety rules – although many have already
implemented it in full.

The insurance
implications

Shipowners and managers should develop processes to quickly detect
cyber incidents and to implement actionable plans to provide resilience and
responses, say Capt. Simon Hodgkinson and Chris South from the West P&I Club

In many cases a claim that arises from
cyber risks will be treated as though it
were a traditional claim for a vessel
entered on a mutual basis with an
International Group P&I Club. This means
that a cyber failure or attack that leads to a
P&I claim will be covered, so long as the
shipowner has taken reasonable and prudent steps to manage their cyber risk. An
exception would be if the perpetrators of a
cyber-attack were a state agency or acted

with political religious or ideological motivation in which case the attack would be
deemed to fall on war risks. Many war risk
underwriters have comprehensive cyber
risk exclusion clauses potentially leaving
an owner uninsured.
Owners and charterers with fixed premium insurance whether with a P&I Club
or in the commercial market will increasingly find cyber risk exclusion clauses in
their policies either excluding all cyber
risks or certainly excluding liabilities arising from a hostile cyber-attack.
If a shipowner fails to comply with the
new cyber risk management requirements
in the updated ISM code it may result in
the ship being held to be unseaworthy and,
in addition to losing their ability to rely on
Hague or Hague-Visby Rules defences and
limitations, could be deemed to have prejudiced their P&I cover.
There is a limited marine cyber insurance market with most underwriters only
offering restricted exclusion clause buybacks. As vessels and offices are increasingly digitally connected what companies
should be looking for is a comprehensive
enterprise insurance package, such as from
a company like Astaara, that insures cyber
risks for both their offices and vessels.
Given that there have historically been
few common standards on cybersecurity in
the maritime industry, shipowners have
faced issues ascertaining the type of action
that needs to be taken on a case-by-case
basis.
The revised ISM code simplifies and
standardises many of the processes that a
shipowner must take to ensure that their
P&I cover remains valid – and failing to
follow its principles could dramatically
increase
a
shipowner’s
liabilities.
However, shipowners still need to work
closely with their P&I Club’s loss prevention department to ensure that they are
putting appropriate safeguards in place to
meet the code and cover risks that fall outside of its purview.
DS

C$1.7M partnership to commercialise cybersecurity developments
www.neptunecyber.com
www.davie.ca
Neptune Cyber and Davie Shipbuilding
have launched a C$1.7million, five-year
R&D partnership with Polytechnique
Montréal to commercialise cybersecurity
developments for critical maritime
infrastructure.
The combination of Neptune Cyber,
maritime cybersecurity specialists, Davie
Shipbuilding, Canada's biggest shipbuilder, and Polytechnique Montréal, one

of Canada's largest engineering teaching
and research institutions, will produce
practical solutions to real-world problems.
The acceleration of digitisation, automation and hyperconnectivity in the maritime
domain has created new challenges for
transport, cargo and naval ships as well as
ports. All have become new targets for
cyber criminals.
Remotely taking control of a navigation system, deficient geo-localisation of a
ship, hacking of communications systems,
computer viruses and ransomware are

just some of the attacks that could affect
electronic and computer systems used in
the management of maritime and port
operations.
Since the beginning of the year the
International Maritime Organization has
required shipowners and operators to integrate the management of cyber risks in
their security practices at the next annual
validation of their IMO certification. It is
the first regulatory framework on cybersecurity in the maritime industry.
Gwilym Lewis, Neptune Cyber
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CEO/PDG, said: "There is an urgent need
for a better way to be able to understand,
model, and plan for the risks that the maritime industry is facing now and into the
future. This project is a great step in that
direction and a demonstration of our longterm commitment to creating positive
change."
For the project Neptune Cyber and
Davie will contribute C$1.7million, of
which C$500,000 will be in cash and
C$1.2million in support and equipment for
the duration of the project.

Enabling Global
Connectivity

Business-critical data
at your finger tips
Take charge with complete real-time control of your satellite data and bandwidth.
Control costs and track your assets with vessel engine telematics, and asset
management. Protect and maximise maritime operations with powerful
software tools from AST.

P

Monitor vessel usage and performance data and
track assets with confidence from any location,
24/7 with our iRAMS technology.

P

INTEGRA Control enhances your satellite data
management at an application level to prioritise
your bandwidth for business-critical applications.

Discover more online
theastgroup.com
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CYBERSECURITY

Building cyber resilience in the maritime
industry as attacks reach three year high
With new IMO regulations now in effect, vessel owners must act without delay to ensure cyber-security is incorporated
in their ISM Safety Management Systems, writes Jamie Jones, operations director at GTMaritime.

I

MO’s requirement for cyber risk to
be addressed in vessel Safety Management Systems entered into force
on 1 January. The ruling was originally adopted by IMO in June 2017, so
shipowners have had more than three
years to prepare for the deadline.
During that period, it is fair to say that
attitudes towards cyber risk within the
industry have shifted markedly. While initially greeted with a degree of indifference,
a succession of incidents across the maritime supply chain have proved beyond all
reasonable doubt that cyber-risk is not a
‘hypothetical’ concern – but one grounded
in our daily reality.
This reality is corroborated in
BIMCO/Safety at Sea’s most recent crosssectoral survey on the subject. The results,
published in 2020, show security breaches
reaching their highest in three years. Just
under a third of respondents stated that
their organisations faced a cyber incident
in the previous 12 months compared to 24
per cent and 22 per cent in 2019 and 2018,
respectively.
The increasing number of stakeholders
acknowledging that cyber threats to ships
risk business continuity has been sufficient
to prompt most shipowners into action in
time for entry into force of the IMO 2021
regulations.
The IMO guidelines on maritime cyber
risk management provide the basis for a
safer, more secure and resilient cyberspace
for shipping operations. They offer a
framework to identify and mitigate current
and potential vulnerabilities and advise all
ship owners and operators to develop rigorous hardware, software and crew training defences against the influx of cyberattacks targeting ships at sea.
The guidelines also highlight that compliance is not simply a tick box exercise, and
instead needs to be proactively managed
and continuously monitored as technology
and threats become more sophisticated.
They emphasise how “risk management is
fundamental to safe and secure shipping
operations. Risk management has traditionally focused on operations in the physical
domain, but greater reliance on digitalisation, integration, automation and networkbased systems has created an increasing

Jamie Jones from GTMaritime says the new IMO Guidelines on cyber risk management highlight that compliance should not be a tick box
exercise, and instead needs to be proactively managed and continuously monitored as technology and threats become more sophisticated
need for cyber risk management in the shipping industry.” IMO recommends that
cyber risk management should form part of
an organisation’s existing risk management
processes and be incorporated into their
ISM Safety Management Systems.
BIMCO’s 2020 survey offered little by
way of surprise when it came to the most
frequent source of cyberattacks. Around
two thirds of respondents had experienced
phishing, while nearly two in five reported
having been prey to its targeted and more
dangerous variant, spear phishing. One
third of incidents were triggered by
malware.
Regardless of industry sector, phishing
remains one of the most common forms of
cyberattack, owing to the relative ease with
which it exploits security gaps and its high
levels of success in causing data breaches.
Many have learned to recognise and ignore
more obvious examples. However, the rise
of spear-phishing is troubling. Written in
industry lingo from legitimate-sounding
sources, such messages are more convincing and less easy to spot – particularly by
seafarers juggling multiple tasks in the
frantic hours before arriving in port.
Email was one of the first infection pathways for cyber contagions and even today
remains a primary point of entry, particu-

larly as ships become more dependent on
electronic communication in their day-today operations.
Technical solutions are available to stop
the vast majority of these attacks in their
tracks. GTMailPlus from GTMaritime, for
example, can protect vulnerabilities by sifting incoming message traffic using the latest anti-phishing and virus detection technologies to prevent damaging or fraudulent messages ever reaching a vessel’s mail
server. Last month the GTMailPlus
Advanced Threat Protection feature
blocked a staggering 29,406 unknown malware attacks, which equates to one in
every 510 emails.
Such solutions are doubly important
because ships often have PCs running
older operating systems which haven’t had
the latest updates applied, where simply
displaying a message containing a dangerous payload can be enough to activate certain kinds of malware. The UK’s National
Cyber Security Centre highlights the
awareness of hackers to these vulnerabilities and how continuing to use out-of-date
software dramatically increases the likelihood of a serious cyber incident. The
absence of the latest protection can also
make breaches harder to detect.
In fact, a single piece of out-of-date or

Email was one of the first infection pathways for cyber contagions
and even today remains a primary point of entry, particularly
as ships become more dependent on electronic communication
in their day-to-day operations.
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obsolete software can create an entry point.
One way to address this is to have processes in place to ensure all software is automatically updated and redundant software
removed from systems. In doing so, the
attack surface and number of entry points
available to hackers can be significantly
reduced.
For this scenario, GTMaritime has
developed GTDeploy specifically to meet
the demands of satellite connectivity.
Managed through a dashboard, GTDeploy
enables ship owners and operators to
update and patch systems easily, to fix and
remove bugs, and to add new features
automatically across all vessels and computers on-board. Running in the background, it allows companies to prioritise
and control updates remotely, protecting
systems integrity, minimising risk and
ensuring business continuity.
However, the ability to stay one step
ahead of detection and opportunism are
two enduring characteristics of the cybercriminal. Soon after the first coronavirus
lockdowns came into effect in 2020, a
report from the British Ports Association
and consultancy Astaara estimated that the
number of cyber-attacks in the maritime
sector had increased by a factor of four.
Today, we know how malevolent payloads reach inboxes and understand the
behavioural cues that are likely to drive
users’ reaction to them. If keeping ship system software up to date and reviewing its
status regularly is therefore increasingly
vital due to the interdependencies of systems within systems, so is crew vigilance.
After all, with more IT hardware and
infrastructure onboard, and greater connectivity than ever before, vessels are
becoming complex cyber ecosystems that
are increasingly within striking distance in
real time.
DS
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Cisco Networking and Security partner
Eazi Security launches Maritime Cyber Compliance
êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜĉĬĦ˙ĉĦ˙ŎêŔŋĬĦŔê˙ŜĬ˙^ʨʒʐʖʺʗʖʻʨ
Ćê˙^ÃŎĉŜĉĥê˙žßêŎ˙ĬĥŋğĉÃĦàê˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜê˙ʺ^ʻ˙ÿšğƎ̇ğŔ˙ŜĆê˙

ĬŜĆ˙æêĥĬĦŔŜŎÃŜê˙àĬĥŋğĉÃĦàê˙ŸĉŜĆ˙^ʒʐʖʺʗʖʻ˙ÃĦæ˙ŔĆĬšğæ˙

ŎêōšĉŎêĥêĦŜŔ˙Ĭÿ˙^ʒʐʖ˙ʺʗʖʻ˙ŸĆĉàĆ˙ßêàÃĥê˙Ã˙ĥÃĦæÃŜĬŎž˙

ßê˙ÃààêŋŜÃßğê˙ŜĬ˙;ğÃĀ˙ŜÃŜê˙ÃĦæ˙ĬŎŜ˙ŜÃŜê˙ĬĦŜŎĬğʨ˙'ÃàĆ˙

êğêĥêĦŜ˙Ĭÿ˙ŜĆê˙EĦŜêŎĦÃŜĉĬĦÃğ˙ÃÿêŜž˙^ÃĦÃĀêĥêĦŜ˙Ĭæê˙ʺE^˙

êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜê˙ĉŔ˙ÃàĆĉêŷêæ˙ĉĦ˙æĉƋ̇êŎêĦŜ˙ŸÃžŔʩ˙ßšŜ˙ßĬŜĆ˙ĆÃŷê˙ŎêŔŋêàŜĉŷê˙

Ĭæêʻ˙ÿŎĬĥ˙ŜĆê˙ʏŔŜ˙TÃĦšÃŎž˙ʐʎʐʏʨ˙Ćê˙^˙ĉŔ˙êŷĉæêĦàê˙ŜĬ˙Ã˙;ğÃĀ˙

ßêĦêƎ̇ŜŔ˙ÿĬŎ˙žĬšŎ˙ĬŎĀÃĦĉŔÃŜĉĬĦʨ˙Ĭ˙šĦæêŎŔŜÃĦæ˙ŸĆĉàĆ˙àêŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜĉĬĦ˙

State auditor that the organisation has adopted good data

žĬš˙Ħêêæ˙ÿĬŎ˙žĬšŎ˙ĬŎĀÃĦĉŔÃŜĉĬĦʩ˙ĉŜ˙ĉŔ˙ĉĥŋĬŎŜÃĦŜ˙ŜĬ˙šĦæêŎŔŜÃĦæ˙

ŔêàšŎĉŜž˙ŋŎÃàŜĉàêŔʨ˙Ćê˙^˙ĉŔ˙Ã˙àĬĥŋŎêĆêĦŔĉŷê˙ÃŔŔêŔŔĥêĦŜ˙

ŜĆê˙æĉƋ̇êŎêĦàê˙ßêŜŸêêĦ˙ŜĆê˙ŜŸĬ˙àêŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜĉĬĦŔʨ

æêŔĉĀĦêæ˙ŜĬ˙ĥÃĜê˙ĉŜ˙êÃŔž˙ÿĬŎ˙žĬš˙ŜĬ˙ŋŎĬŜêàŜ˙žĬšŎ˙ĬŎĀÃĦĉŔÃŜĉĬĦ˙
ÃĀÃĉĦŔŜ˙àĬĥĥĬĦ˙àžßêŎ˙ŜĆŎêÃŜŔ˙ŸĉŜĆĬšŜ˙ĆÃŷĉĦĀ˙ŜĬ˙ĉĦŷêŔŜ˙ŜêĦŔ˙
ĬŎ˙ĆšĦæŎêæŔ˙Ĭÿ˙ŜĆĬšŔÃĦæŔ˙Ĭÿ˙æĬğğÃŎŔ˙ÿĬŎ˙ĦĬŜÃŜĉĬĦŔʨ

Ćê˙ŜÃĦæÃŎæ˙^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜê
Ćê˙ŜÃĦæÃŎæ˙^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜê˙ĉŔ˙ĉŔŔšêæ˙ŜĬ˙Ã˙ŷêŔŔêğ˙ĬŎ˙ŔĆĬŎêˀĬƌ̇˙àê˙
ÿĬğğĬŸĉĦĀ˙àĬĥŋğêŜĉĬĦ˙Ĭÿ˙Ã˙ŔêğÿˀàêŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜĉĬĦ˙ōšêŔŜĉĬĦĦÃĉŎêʨ˙ĆĉŔ˙àÃĦ˙

;ğÃĀ˙àĬĥĥêĦŜêæ˙ŜĆÃŜ˙ŜĆê˙^ÃŎĉŜĉĥê˙žßêŎ˙ĬĥŋğĉÃĦàê˙

ßê˙àĬĥŋğêŜêæ˙ßž˙žĬšŎ˙ĬŎĀÃĦĉŔÃŜĉĬĦˍŔ˙ĉĦŜêŎĦÃğ˙E˙æêŋÃŎŜĥêĦŜ˙ĬŎ˙

êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜĉĬĦ˙ÿŎĬĥ˙'ÃƇĉ˙êàšŎĉŜž˙ŔĆĬŸŔ˙ˊĬßęêàŜĉŷê˙êŷĉæêĦàê˙ŜĆÃŜ˙

ŸĉŜĆ˙ŔšŋŋĬŎŜ˙ÿŎĬĥ˙'ÃƇĉ˙êàšŎĉŜž˙ĉÿ˙žĬš˙æĬ˙ĦĬŜ˙ĆÃŷê˙ŜĆê˙àÃŋÃàĉŜž˙

Ã˙ŷêŔŔêğ˙ĬŎ˙àĬĥŋÃĦž˙ĥêêŜ˙ŜĆê˙ŎêōšĉŎêĥêĦŜŔ˙Ĭÿ˙^ʨʒʐʖ˙ʺʗʖʻˋ

ĬŎ˙ŜêàĆĦĉàÃğ˙êŽŋêŎŜĉŔê˙ĉĦˀĆĬšŔêʨ˙Ćê˙àĬĥŋğêŜêæ˙ōšêŔŜĉĬĦĦÃĉŎê˙ĉŔ˙

Ćê˙^˙ĉŔ˙ĉŔŔšêæ˙ßž˙'ÃƇĉ˙êàšŎĉŜž˙ÿĬğğĬŸĉĦĀ˙ÃŔŔêŔŔĥêĦŜ˙

ŜĆêĦ˙ŎêŷĉêŸêæ˙ßž˙'ÃƇĉ˙êàšŎĉŜž˙ÃĦæ˙ŷêŎĉƎ̇êæ˙ŋŎĉĬŎ˙ŜĬ˙ĉŔŔšÃĦàê˙Ĭÿ˙

ÃĀÃĉĦŔŜ˙Ã˙ĥÃŎĉŜĉĥê˙àžßêŎ˙ÿŎÃĥêŸĬŎĜ˙ÃààêŋŜÃßğê˙ŜĬ˙;ğÃĀ˙

ŜĆê˙^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜêʨ˙

ŜÃŜêŔ˙ÃĦæ˙ĉĦ˙àĬĥŋğĉÃĦàê˙ŸĉŜĆ˙ŜĆê˙ŎêōšĉŎêĥêĦŜŔ˙Ĭÿ˙^˙
ʒʐʖʺʗʖʻʨ˙ŔŔêŔŔĥêĦŜŔ˙ÃŎê˙ŜÃĉğĬŎêæ˙ÿĬŎ˙ŜĆê˙ŔĆĬŎê˙Ĭƌ̇˙àêʺŔʻ˙
ÃĦæ˙ŷêŔŔêğʺŔʻ˙ÃĦæ˙àÃĦ˙ßê˙àĬĥŋğêŜêæ˙ßž˙ŜĆê˙ĬŎĀÃĦĉŔÃŜĉĬĦˍŔ˙
ĉĦˀĆĬšŔê˙E˙æêŋÃŎŜĥêĦŜ˙ĬŎʩ˙ŸĆêŎê˙ĉĦŜêŎĦÃğ˙ŎêŔĬšŎàêŔ˙ÃŎê˙
ğĉĥĉŜêæʩ˙'ÃƇĉ˙êàšŎĉŜž˙àÃĦ˙ÃŔŔĉŔŜ˙žĬš˙ŸĉŜĆ˙ŜĆê˙ŋŎĬàêŔŔʨ

Ćê˙æŷÃĦàêæ˙^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜê
Ćê˙ŋŎĬàêŔŔ˙ĉŔ˙ŔĉĥĉğÃŎ˙ŜĬ˙ŜĆê˙ŜÃĦæÃŎæ˙^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜê˙ßšŜ˙ĉĦ˙
addition Eazi Security conduct external system tests
ĬĦ˙ŜĆê˙ĬŎĀÃĦĉŔÃŜĉĬĦˍŔ˙êōšĉŋĥêĦŜ˙ÃĦæ˙ŔĬÿŜŸÃŎêʨ˙

Ŏê˙ŜĆêŎê˙æĉƋ̇êŎêĦŜ˙ğêŷêğŔ˙Ĭÿ˙^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜĉĬĦʯ˙
ĆêŎê˙ÃŎê˙ŜŸĬ˙ğêŷêğŔ˙Ĭÿ˙àêŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜêŔʨ˙ĆêŎê˙ĉŔ˙ŜĆê˙ŔŜÃĦæÃŎæ˙
^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜê˙ÃĦæ˙ÃĦ˙ÃæŷÃĦàêæ˙^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜêʨ˙

Eazi Security is a world leading supplier of marine cyber security systems. It is a Cisco Premier Partner, the world’s
largest provider of networking hardware, telecommunications equipment and other high-technology services and products.
(D]L6HFXULW\KDVPDULQHUVRQVWDZLWKXQULYDOOHGH[SHULHQFHLQGHVLJQLQJZULWLQJDQGDXGLWLQJΖ60DQGΖ62V\VWHPV
ΖWDOVRSURYLGHVFRVWHHFWLYHVROXWLRQVWRDOORI\RXUΖ7QHHGVZLWKIXOO\PDQDJHGVHUYLFHVDYDLODEOHWRWDNHWKHVWUDLQ
RIUXQQLQJDOORI\RXUΖ7LQIUDVWUXFWXUH

Ĭ˙Ǝ̇Ħæ˙ĬšŜ˙ĥĬŎê˙àĬĦŜÃàŜʪ˙#Ãŷĉæ˙ğÃžæêĦ˙˙˙˙˙˙˙˙˙#ÃŷĉæʨğÃžæêĦ̜êÃƇĉŔêàšŎĉŜžʨàĬĥ˙˙˙˙˙˙˙˙˹ʒʒ˙ʺʎʻʕʕʏʏ˙ʑʓʏʒʔʑ
ŸŸŸʨêÃƇĉŔêàšŎĉŜžʨàĬĥ

eazi-group
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Ince and Mission Secure launch
integrated cybersecurity solution
www.incegd.com
www.missionsecure.com
International legal and professional services firm Ince has announced the launch
of a specialist cybersecurity solution in
conjunction with Mission Secure, an
Operational Technology (OT) cybersecurity company. The newly established venture, InceMaritime, is a first of its kind integrated legal advisory, business consultancy, and technology offering for the maritime sector.
Over the course of 2021, InceMaritime
plans to launch further managed service
solutions in key areas for the maritime
industry. This comes at a crucial time of
unprecedented change and regulatory
transformation for businesses in the maritime sector.
InceMaritime will provide clients with a
fully integrated cybersecurity offering that
protects on-shore and on-vessel OT networks, safeguards operations, and ensures
compliance and business continuity.
The joint proposition comprises:
• A full audit of a company’s existing
policies to ensure compliance in line
with the new ISM Code for Cyber
Security Guidelines (IMO 2021)

• The implementation of the patented
Mission Secure Platform, the first integrated platform built for OT cyber
protection, which is designed to harden vessels’ control systems networks
against cyber threats
• The deployment of Mission Secure
Managed Services, providing 24/7
cybersecurity monitoring, threat hunting, and incident response support to
ensure continual vessel resilience for
ship owners and managers
• Legal and crisis management services
in the event of a cyber-attack
The integrated offering will provide
shipowners, operators and managers with
complete reassurance that the significant
operational, commercial and compliance
risks that they face from the impact of
cyber-attacks are mitigated.
Julian Clark, global senior partner at
Ince, said: “Cybersecurity is one of the
industry’s greatest challenges. The threat
level and sophistication of hackers increases every day with the result that many
shipping companies do not fully appreciate the seriousness of the issue they face.
The combination of the new IMO requirement together with the devastating impact
a cyber-attack can have on their operations

creates yet another burden for those
engaged in vessel operation. In such an
ever-evolving risk scenario, who can an
owner/operator turn to for a cost effective,
reliable solution? Our cooperation with
Mission Secure brings all the essential elements that an organisation needs to fully
protect itself - from compliance to
advanced technology implementation into one, combined offering.
“The maritime industry is transforming
and becoming more complex. The launch
of InceMaritime is responding to this and
provides a viable, proactive and loss prevention solution for the market. We want
to provide both advice and action, where
we will collaborate and bring in specialist
experts, like Mission Secure, to provide
clients with the best possible solution to
help them navigate industry challenges,
stimulate growth and thrive.”
Rick Tiene, vice president at Mission
Secure, said: “There have been a number of
recent high profile cyber attacks within the
maritime industry that highlight the
impact on operations and the high financial cost faced. Cyber-attacks are becoming
increasingly sophisticated by the day, and
organisations are struggling to keep up
with the security challenge.”

OceanShield raises $800,000 to stop
maritime cyber attacks
www.oceanshield.co
Cybersecurity innovator OceanShield has
announced a US $800,000 funding round
from seed investment company Masik
Enterprise, several angel investors, and
grant funding. The company launched in
2020, is building on extensive experience
with industrial control systems protection
and two years of lab research and trials
spearheaded by co-founder and CTO, Dr.
Dmitry Mikhaylov.
OceanShield offers novel and patented
cybersecurity solutions to protect the
Operational Technology (OT) systems of
vessels, ports, and maritime and offshore
infrastructure. Its patented core Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) is a hardware/software complex trained to read and analyse
the industrial protocols in vessel OT networks and provide real-time intrusion
alerts.
While multiple marine IT protection
solutions exist, the OT side has largely
been ignored due to the specialised knowledge and technology required to offer
functional OT protection. Even as digitisation & automation enable increased efficiency in marine operations, they also
carry inherent and rarely understood risks
of malicious intrusion into vessel control
systems. This is especially apparent where
lines blur between IT and OT, and when
key OT systems come online with IP-based
communication capabilities. OceanShield’s
R&D team continues to identify new vulnerabilities in typical vessel networks,
which would allow an intruder with even

moderate skills to compromise critical vessel systems.
Mikhail Zeldovich, managing director
of Masik Enterprises, said: “The maritime
cybersecurity domain has focused on IT
protection until now, while the threats
have already matured and migrating into
OT, especially with increase in COVIDrelated remote services and updates. With
our deep tech-driven insight on the OT
side, OceanShield is uniquely positioned
to carve a niche in this nascent market. We
are especially encouraged by the fact that
we are successfully engaging top maritime
players and institutions and receive positive feedback on both the quality and
unique technological approach of our
IDS.”
Zeldovich
recently
joined
OceanShield’s board as its chairman.
Intrusion into vessel control systems
and OT equipment can have devastating
impact, such as false data in navigational
systems causing loss of location, loss of
navigational control causing rerouting or
collision, compromised ballast systems
causing loss of stability and potential total
loss, etc. Such incidents may obviously
cause disastrous environmental damage
and economic or human loss.
Less catastrophic, but no less business
critical, situations may occur related to OT
focused ransomware attacks where propulsion systems, cargo management or other
key operating systems are compromised
and locked by cyber-criminals to extort
payment from the operator. Examples of
such events are pervasive across all major
industrial sectors including shipping

where vessels remain soft targets.
OceanShield’s strategic advisor, Parag
Khanna, added: “The maritime industry is
waking up to the risks posed by cyber
intrusion by understanding that real security is about more than compliance with
rules; rather it is a series of deliberate
choices and actions that build a network of
mutually reinforcing defence mechanisms.
To achieve this goal, a dedicated OT protection element is key.”

The phone remains a
useful weapon against
fraud, advises ITIC
www.itic-insure.com
Cyber-crime connected with fraudulent
demands for payments continue to plague
the maritime sector as a large claim handled by the International Transport
Intermediaries Club (ITIC) demonstrates.
A ship manager received an email from
a shipyard detailing the first payment that
was due for agreed repairs. The ship manager scheduled the payment but on the
day before the monies were to be
released, the ship manager received a further mail. This message explained that
due to a certain difficulty, the routing
details for the first payment had been
changed. However, this second email was
fake and was not noticed by the ship manager (in effect, the fraudster has simply
changed part of the email address from
“irn” to “im”).
The ship manager soon received a
replacement invoice and new routing
instructions - on an identical template to
the original - from the fraudster and made
the payment. Shortly afterwards, they
received payment confirmation.
A few days later, the yard sent a further
invoice which was intercepted by the
fraudsters and replaced with a fake
invoice and fake payment details.
In total, the ship manager paid US
$500,000 to the fraudsters and, as the yard
had received nothing, they claimed this
amount from the ship manager. With
ITIC’s involvement, the claim was
reduced to US$ 360,000 to reflect that the
yard was partly at fault for not operating
secure internal systems. ITIC settled the
claim.
ITIC reinforces its advice that all companies should be very aware of vendors or
partners who change their bank details
and should always telephone to confirm.
And when doing so, they must use a
phone number they trust, and not simply
the one stated on the (potentially fraudulent) invoice.

OceanShield says that while multiple marine IT protection solutions exist,
the OT side has largely been ignored due to the specialised knowledge
and technology required to offer functional OT protection
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Is TDMA VSAT
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Digitalising ship repair and retrofit
Vessel maintenance specialist, Newport Shipping, unveiled during an online launch event an innovative online
portal that has been specifically designed to ease the complexities of ship repair and retrofit works.

D

igitalisation is making its mark
in the shipping sector, with
many bespoke online tools now
being utilised daily to operate
and manage the world’s merchant vessel
fleet. Arguably however, the ship repair
and retrofit sector has lagged behind in
adapting to the digital age, with most of the
work around these vital activities still being
conducted via complex spreadsheets, layers of brokers and reams of paperwork.
Newport Maritime Services (NMS) is a
new way of managing ship repair and
retrofit projects via a bespoke, online platform. The NMS platform enables shipowners and fleet operators to obtain instant
quotes for routine maintenance works,
have real-time visibility of shipyard availability and get priority access to dry dock
slots, all at the click of a mouse.
Speaking during a launch event attended by Digital Ship, NMS’ managing director, Ege Akcasoy, outlined how the NMS
platform bridges the gap between
shipowners and shipyards: “Digitalisation
is on the agenda of all companies operating
in the shipping industry, but the sector
also remains true to its traditional roots.
We wanted to introduce an online tool that
works in harmony with the people that
make the ship repair sector what it is

today, enabling greater transparency and
thereby validating the trust and personal
relationships that this industry is built on.”
Subscribers to the NMS platform will
have access to instant quotations for a wide
range of routine maintenance and repair
works, as well as the ability to book slots at
a shipyard of their choice with a real-time
view on the yard’s current availability. The
platform will also provide access to a full
set of bespoke solutions in repair, retrofit
and conversions with a low carbon focus
from an exhaustive list of trusted Newport
Shipping supplier partners. This is a potential game-changer for those responsible for
the management of multiple vessels,
empowering them with a level of transparency and control that more traditional
methods cannot give, and also significantly de-risking the whole process.
The team behind the NMS platform has
poured over 60 years of organisational
experience into refining the design, layout,
functionality and operational aspects of
the system and is confident that it will benefit users in a number of ways.
“NMS is a fully-automated booking and
management platform for high-quality dry
docking, retrofit and conversion projects. It
combines priority access, on-demand
quotes, price stability and live yard avail-

Newport Maritime Services (NMS) is a new way of managing ship repair and retrofit
projects via a bespoke, online platform. Image courtesy of Newport Maritime Services
ability in a streamlined way that ultimately saves shipowners time and money. In
addition to this, the visibility that the platform allows through each stage of the process helps to reduce risk and futureproof
ship repair operations,” said Mr Akcasoy.
The introduction of this new digital tool
also stands to support the industry with its
Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) mandate. Audit trails, data points,
real-time information and the transparen-

cy that comes with further digitalisation all
serve to help the ship repair and conversion sector clearly communicate what it is
doing and how it is doing it.
Through implementation of the right
processes and digital tools to communicate
information in the right way, NMS
believes that the sector can attract interest
from a broader set of investors and tentatively look forward to a more prosperous
DS
and sustainable future.

Port and terminal information added to Voyager FLEET INSIGHT Tototheo and CAIM sign
www.voyagerww.com
Voyager Worldwide has announced the
availability of a new port information
module in its Voyager FLEET INSIGHT
service.
The new data has been added in
response to growing focus on port call coordination by carriers, shippers and ports
as they seek to improve supply chain efficiency and reduce pollution emissions
caused by vessels waiting to berth or
awaiting departure slots.
The new service combines IHS Markit’s
Ports and Terminals data and other information to provide a comprehensive directory of port facility information, previous
port calls, live port occupancy and berth
availability and inbound marine traffic all
within a single online service.

From January 26, marine managers,
superintendents and other shipping company personnel will be able to use Voyager
FLEET INSIGHT to select a port in any
location and gain access to a wide range of
essential information including:
• Vessels currently in port
• Vessels en-route to a port along with
live ETAs
• Details of berths and terminal facilities
• Port contacts including Agents, Bunker
Suppliers, Stevedores and other service
providers
• Port State Control inspections undertaken and deficiencies recorded for all
vessels calling at that port
• Historical port call information
Information is displayed both in a list view
and geographically on a map. As with all
Voyager FLEET INSIGHT services, where

Ship managers can use Voyager FLEET INSIGHT to access up to date
port information and make better, faster decisions

appropriate, data can also be viewed on a
marine map, overlaid on C-MAP charts or
in conjunction with official AVCS Online
ENCs.
“Decisions relating to port calls today
often require considerable liaison with the
vessel and/or spending time trying to find
the information required in high pagination paper port directories. Increasingly
our ship management customers need
faster access to accurate and reliable information when in the office and on the
move,” said Hayley van Leeuwen, director
of product and marketing for the Voyager
Worldwide Group. “We are delighted to
have been able to work with IHS Markit to
offer our customers very efficient online
access to the up-to-date information they
need about ports worldwide and help
make better, faster decisions.”
“We’re delighted to expand our long
relationship with Voyager Worldwide
with our Ports & Terminals data helping
them meet the ever-increasing demand for
digitisation in the maritime industry," said
Guy Sear, VP and global head of risk &
compliance, maritime & trade at IHS
Markit. "With our data available through
the FLEET INSIGHT platform we’re
pleased that customers will be able to further utilise the most comprehensive port
information in the world in an integrated
solution.”
The new port module is available to all
users of Voyager Worldwide’s FLEET
INSIGHT platform.
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distribution agreement
www.tototheo.com
www.caim.it

Tototheo Maritime and CAIM have entered
into an agreement to enable Tototheo
Maritime to promote and distribute
CAIM’s range of products and services.
Tototheo Maritime will integrate
CAIM’s applications into its portfolio,
offering to its customers a comprehensive
solution for their digital needs.
“We partnered with CAIM as we felt our
approach to the market is similar and we
are confident that this cooperation will be
mutually beneficial”, said Tototheo
Maritime chief commercial officer,
Constantinos Spyrou. “Our goal is to support our customers in managing their assets
and optimising every aspect of their operations. With the additional applications we
will incorporate into our existing solutions,
we are moving further towards fleet and
voyage optimisation”, he continued.
CAIM, a provider of charts and electronic
publications has successfully introduced
NaviGate, a Back of the Bridge solution, to the
market. “Partnering with Tototheo Maritime
is another major milestone in providing our
services to the maritime industry” explained
Philippe Kah and Simona Risso from CAIM.
Mr. Kah pointed out that NaviGate’s functions will be expanded with PortToPort multi
leg voyages creation flag states circulars management in April 2020. These modules further
enhance the efficiency onboard and ashore.
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Ocean Technologies Group updates learning
platform to provide the ultimate training experience
In January this year, Ocean Technologies Group launched a new learning platform, bringing together materials
from across its brands to deliver a comprehensive, diverse and media-rich blended-learning library.
Digital Ship attended the Group’s online launch event to find out more.

T

he platform delivers maritime
learning through a system
designed to unite shore-based
and onboard training initiatives, through both online and mobile
devices. It delivers over 800 courses
through blended learning, assessment and
competency management solutions that
completely connect e-Learning and handson activity to improve knowledge, skills,
and behavioural development. The new
platform brings together expertise from
maritime learning businesses Seagull and
Videotel as well as sister learning brands
Marlins and MTS. Ocean Technologies
Group has a customer base of over 1,400
shipowners, managers, training institutions, administrations and other stakeholders, while the platform is reportedly providing training materials to over a million

seafarers today.
Speaking during a press event attended
by Digital Ship, Casper Atkinson, chief
product officer at the Ocean Technologies
Group explained that the company wanted
to improve its user interface by “putting
the most important things where they are
easy to access and ensuring the most
important information is at your fingertips.” This ensures ease of use and enables
seafarers to access information as quickly
and easily as possible, while also highlighting additional content to them that
might be useful.
The goal is to deliver a blended learning
approach by combining video with animation to enable seafarers to be ‘placed’ into
situations that would be too dangerous to
do in real life. The goal is to enable seafarers to efficiently acquire knowledge and

The Ocean Technologies Group platform delivers blended learning,
assessment and competency management solutions that completely
connect e-Learning and hands-on activity

then equip them with the skills needed to
deal with any situation.
Throughout
2020,
the
Ocean
Technologies Group increased its involvement with the gaming industry to “create
active rather than passive learning experiences,” explained Mr Atkinson. The goal
was to create maximum empathy and
improve the impact of the learning experience by creating playful scenarios that
enhance crew engagement.
The updated platform also allows customers to add their own content into their
private library, providing tailored learning
experiences. “Customised learning is possible by incorporating compatible propriety
content,” said Mr Atkinson. An integrated
rapid authoring tool allows companies to
quickly create customised and trackable eLearning content on subject areas of critical
importance to the company.
Furthermore, the performance appraisal
can be digitalised. “Lack of this can have a
detrimental impact and be demotivating,”
said Mr Atkinson. The tool is designed to
improve the quality, efficiency, transparency and security of ongoing proficiency and career development.
The Group has also added a virtual
classroom to its platform. “COVID has
affected face-to-face time. In response we
have added a virtual classroom that
includes standard features like whiteboards, chats, and screen sharing,” said Mr
Atkinson. “This classroom is designed by
seafarers and ship managers. They can use
this tool to connect with colleagues while
they are still at home, and create a collaborative environment. It can be used to teach
things like a near miss analysis or postincident analysis without getting people

onboard to teach or go through this,”
Manish Singh, Ocean Technologies Group
CEO added.
A pulse survey tool is also now available, allowing ship managers and crew
managers to actively engage with their seafarers on a range of interactive applications
like employee experience, safety and operational matters and in-house campaigns.
Survey data is then returned from the vessel and online sources providing insight
and facilitating data-driven decision
making.
When it comes to analysing data for better decision making, chief revenue officer
for the Ocean Technologies Group, Johan
Gustafsson explained that the Group is setting up a data analytics team to improve
data understanding for meeting performance goals. “We want to provide much
greater insight than before and be able to
visualise external trends, behaviours, for
instance, maintenance data from Tero
Marine. This is a brand new insight to help
us achieve our achieve goals.”
Seafarers that are not part of a company
can access some of the online training content through the website on a PAYG basis.
At the end of January 2021, Wallem
Group signed an agreement with the Ocean
Technologies Group to implement the platform. Wallem’s 7,000 seafarers will access
training content on board and ashore, track
their progress and follow designated learning paths. The company reported that this
was the next step in its strategy to deliver
the highest level of safety and quality operations, while expanding its commitment to
support the next generation of seafarers by
broadening access to some of the best learning content available.
DS

ABB launches analytics and AI suite
www.new.abb.com
The ABB Ability Genix Industrial
Analytics and AI Suite, now available for
shipping companies, is demonstrating
how advanced analytics and Artificial
Intelligence can drive better decisions and
significant efficiency gains.
ABB Ability Genix is a scalable
advanced analytics platform that collects
operational, engineering and information
technology data from onboard equipment
and converts it into actionable insights that
help shipowners improve operational efficiency, safety and sustainability. The solution opens the way to analyse the relationships between processes and events, using
embedded fusion hubs, machine learning
and advanced analytical components to
map out a far richer picture of what is real-

ly taking place on a vessel or across a fleet.
ABB estimates that deeper insights into a
vessel’s operational data, amplified by AI
and analytics enabled by ABB Ability Genix,
can result in up to 10 per cent fuel reduction,
cutting costs and emissions as a result.
Additionally, maintenance savings utilising
condition-based monitoring and early identification of potential malfunctions improve
vessel uptime and reduces essential service
visits to vessels by as much as 30 per cent.
“ABB is now offering the marine industry a scalable platform that is flexible
enough to meet today’s needs cost effectively, and robust enough to support
tomorrow’s ambitions,” said Jyri Jusslin,
head of global service, ABB Marine &
Ports. “Whether the goal is to save fuel and
cut emissions, enhance vessel uptime or to
improve a company’s financial perfor-

mance, all digitalisation projects benefit
from the most extensive monitoring and
measurement. Exploiting digital analytics
to its full potential relies on comprehensive
data.”
With ABB Ability Genix, marine customers can subscribe to a variety of analytics on demand. This makes the solution
suited both to shipowners taking their first
digital steps as well as those already well
advanced in digitalisation and looking to
develop a more holistic approach to vessel
management.
“ABB Ability Genix allows leveraging
the power of data integration that can be
customised to a client’s fleet or vessel performance needs,” said Antto Shemeikka,
head of digital services, ABB Marine &
Ports. “The platform pools large varieties
of data from shipboard systems, such as
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maintenance systems and third-party
equipment, to deliver greater data fusion
than has ever been possible.”

ABB Ability Genix is a scalable advanced
analytics platform that collects
operational, engineering and information
technology data from onboard equipment
and converts it into actionable insights
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Boosting crew wellbeing with an onboard
entertainment suite by Moment
French company Moment is providing crew with access to digital entertainment solutions through a new onboard platform.
We asked CEO of Moment Tanguy Morel how the platform is helping to boost crew wellbeing and mental health.

C

rew working onboard ships for
months at a time with limited
connectivity can struggle with
feelings of isolation and
depression. The latest Seafarers Happiness
Index[1] shows tiredness, stress and fatigue
are particularly prevalent today, while the
global pandemic has only further exacerbated these feelings. Seafarers are less able
to take shore leave today, which also
means access to welfare centres is limited.
“As key workers, it is essential that in
the current COVID context seafarers benefit from optimal safety measures. Travel
bans, embarkation and disembarkation
restrictions have severely strained working
conditions in the global shipping sector,”
CEO of French company Moment Tanguy
Morel told us.
To help improve the experience of seafarers working onboard ships, digital technology company Moment has launched an
onboard tool that provides crew with
access to entertainment and other connectivity services under a single platform.
“Moment’s platform adds a new dimension to crew experience by putting a new
focus on health and safety, and also by
helping to set up best practices onboard,”
Mr Morel said.
Moment’s entertainment platform offers
the latest Hollywood and blockbuster
movies, high-quality television shows, the
most popular podcasts, and the latest news.
To ensure client satisfaction, Moment has
added subtitles and dubbings in many languages to cater to diverse audiences.
As well as movies and television,
Moment offers relaxation programmes to
help seafarers rest during their time off.
The platform also provides digital workout classes to help crew exercise and maintain a healthy lifestyle.
“The flexibility and agility of the digital
platforms allows for the delivery of contactless and self-service solutions, in the
respect of social distancing measures.
Wireless technology will become essential:
crew members become more independent
with their own touchpoint that enables
them to be entertained, choose personalised services or communicate, all while
following precautionary health measures,”
Mr Morel explained.
Furthermore, an exclusive chatting feature on the platform allows crew members
onboard the vessel to interact with one
another fast and easily. This means communication can be done in a timely and
COVID-friendly manner. The service also
makes it possible for staff to receive
updates on the latest news or travel information, as well as messages on safety and
security.
As well as entertainment, Moment provides a staff training feature to give crew
access to e-training modules and videos to
improve onboard learning.

Moment is helping seafarers feel connected to the outside world by offering entertainment
and other connectivity services under a single platform
The platform is accessible on all mobile
devices and allows crew to reach multiple
services with a few clicks.

Data consumption
Mr Morel confirmed that the platforms
work in an offline environment to reduce
data usage. “Based on a new generation
Wireless system, our platforms are
designed as independent solutions, generating a local Wi-Fi network accessible to
the devices on the ship, enabling crew
members to connect directly on their own
mobile devices.
“Connected to a dedicated ship’s server,
our solutions enable the development of a
main digital portal for crew members. The
system is both modular allowing the ship
operator to choose among tailored and
flexible services for its crew (film, series,
music, press, infotainment, communication) and completely autonomous, as the
update of services and content is realised
in a unified and instantaneous way.”

User experience
The Moment platform has been designed
with a customer-centric and mobile-first
approach with an intuitive interface to
ensure fluid navigation. The software
embeds a captive portal with automatic
redirection, enabling smooth access by the
user as there is no need for a url to be
inputted.
Thanks to a multi-DRM strategy, the
Moment platform makes protected content

available seamlessly on all modern web
browsers (Google Chrome, Mozilla
Firefox, Opera and Safari) without any preinstalled app requirements.
The platform offers feature-rich media
players to enhance the entertainment experience. Users can choose the content they
would like to engage with, for example
adaptive streaming, dark mode, dynamic
subtitles, and gesture-based controls.

Installation and cost
According to Moment, its solution is simple to deploy and manage at any scale. As
a hardware agnostic solution, the Moment
platform is easily integrable on third party
equipment. Moment can also be run on
existing hardware following an equipment
compatibility check from the Moment
team.
As an offline service, Moment’s system
works as a “local intranet” and does not
use internet broadband onboard.
The solution is fitted with a smart content management system. Content updates
are autonomous and processed via ethernet, USB stick or remotely via 3G/4G,
which allows for fast and smooth content
synchronisation without interfering with
crew activity.
The Moment solution can be easily
monitored via an analytic tool that shows
how users interact with the platform content. Maritime operators can extract data in
order to obtain an accurate vision of the
platform usage, track performances and
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adapt their offer continuously to users.
The platform is suited to all types of
vessels including ferries, offshore passenger vessels and cruise ships.
According to Moment, its platform can
fit into any maritime business and marketing strategy. It is a cost-efficient solution
enabling better customer knowledge and
represents a good option for companies
willing to boost ancillary revenues thanks
to advertising, entertainment contents or ecommerce.
Mr Morel said that Moment plans to,
“focus on the development of a more agile
and secure seafarer experience taking
into account the COVID impact, which
was a real game-changer for the transport
sector.”
He added: “We want to accelerate the
deployment of IoT technology that we consider to be a real opportunity for innovation, offering new possibilities in terms of
comfort and operational improvements. To
support transport industries and bring a
new dimension to seafarer experience, we
will also launch a research programme on
key developments including cloud-computing, analytics, and AI experimentation
to propose powerful services and automation tools that help transport operators
such as ships to improve operations, maintenance, communications and passenger
capacities.”
DS
[1] https://www.missiontoseafarers.org/
seafarers-happiness-index
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How CSM Energy’s digitalisation hub is
helping companies to make better decisions
Operational crews are seeing the benefits of receiving real-time data and intelligence
through CSM Energy’s state-of-the-art digitalisation hub.

C

SM Energy has been leading
the way in digitalisation as
shipping/offshore/energy
companies utilising the company’s recently launched Performance Optimisation Control Room (POCR) have been
benefiting from the intelligence received to
allow them to make better “optimised”
decisions while their vessels are at sea.
As the COVID-19 pandemic has affected many operations for shipping organisations, the company has been offering the
offshore and energy industry a lifeline in
the form of its POCR, allowing vessels to
control many of its operations through one
dedicated digital platform.
Recently CSM Energy revealed its plans
to expand from a ship management company in the oil and gas and renewable
energy sector to an integral service platform in the energy sector, with a number of
new services added to its portfolio, includ-

ing the POCR.
The POCR allows for daily data quality
and performance alerts and provides comprehensive and customisable monitoring
for all types of vessels. The state-of-the-art
technology means office operators can
check the performance of a fleet by combining vessel reported data with industry
information and inputs. The remote operation allows for optimising navigational,
operational and commercial performance.
It can be accessed remotely on handheld devices, giving owners and operators
the chance to monitor performance, as
well as providing clients with a greater
level of transparency and visibility of their
operations.
Monitored by specialists 24/7, the
POCR allows clients to have a greater level
of transparency and visibility of their operations. As a cloud-based solution, the
POCR function can be immediately trans-

Alongside its ship management service, CSM Energy is now offering commercial
management, financing, digital solutions, and environmental life-cycle management.
Image courtesy of CSM Energy

ferred to clients’ offices, ensuring they can
access the real-time data remotely. The setup is fully customisable, and the majority
of features require no onboard equipment
installation, although camera, sensor and
automatic data collection technology can
be provided where necessary.
Since the launch of the POCR, CSM
Energy has seen several of its functions
proving more popular with clients, including routing assistance to its vessels, route
monitoring, live monitoring in HRA, speed
and consumption analysis, and performance reports. The use of machine learning
to reduce the cost of installing flow meters
has also been used regularly by clients.
A key advantage of using the POCR is
being able to access real-time information
to enable better decision making for operational crews on vessels. One key benefit a
vessel can achieve through utilising the
experts in the POCR control room is driving down its fuel consumption, which can
be achieved through the machine learning
application.
Joachim Brack, managing director at
CSM Energy, said: “Having access to a
team of experts is reassuring to the crew
member to know that an actual human
being is looking after them and not just a
computer. We have a team of ex-seafarers
monitoring their assigned vessels and giving support 24/7. They make informed
decisions based on sea experience, and the
data analysed, and the crews on the vessels
appreciate having that back up and support. It works as an extension of the vessel.
“Through this high level of support,
operational crews can make more
informed decisions while out at sea.”
The control room was set up prior to the
pandemic with the philosophy of working
and communicating through a digital platform. Notwithstanding the technology in
place, the CSM Energy team still faced
challenges during such demanding times.

Joachim Brack, managing director
at CSM Energy
Niki Makri, managing director at CSM
Energy, explained: “Due to the pandemic
our service was needed more than ever
and we were having an ever-increasing
number of customers requiring us to provide a fully digitalised service. The connected ship is no longer a vision. It became
reality.”
POCR specialists are on hand at any
time to offer support to vessels. As well as
providing real-time information through
the digital platform, they also communicate regularly through email and telephone. In the future, the company also
plans to set up a chat function so messages
can be exchanged instantly between the
control room experts and crew members.
Ms Makri added: “Our real-time information is accurate and reliable. We can
also provide further sources of information
which can be provided immediately to vessels if necessary. This can all help operational crews make better decisions while
out at sea. Utilising our 24/7 centre, we can
offer support to a vessel at anytime and
DS
anywhere in the world.”

Hivecell edge computing to be offered with METIS AI-based solutions
www.metis.tech
www.hivecell.com
Maritime data analytics specialist METIS
Cyberspace Technology has completed
proof of concept trials to confirm that edge
computing from Hivecell is wholly compatible with its cloud-based shipboard
data acquisition solution.
This completion opens the way for fully
scalable Hivecell stack processing power to
be used at locations onboard ship, resulting in significant bandwidth savings and
improved response times for ‘smart’
shipowners and managers.
In a maritime industry awash with

smart devices yet tied to centralised systems management, cloud storage is
increasingly connecting the dots, with processing power ‘at the edge’ enabling only
information relevant to decision-making to
be uploaded. On top of reducing hardware
and data traffic, edge computing saves on
server maintenance and training, while
integration is easier.
Hivecell delivers a plug and play ‘hive’
of smart cells, deployed on the ship in an
‘edge-as-service’ solution that requires no
hardware investment. Crunching data in
situ, the distinctive yellow cells pre-process relevant information for upload. Trials
at Hivecell using the virtualised METIS

Data Fusion Server (DFS) validated
Hivecell edge-as-a-service as ready to
work with existing METIS cloud-computing software.
“Following the trials, Hivecell can be
offered as an integral part of the innovative
artificial intelligence-based solutions METIS
has developed to empower shipping’s digital transformation,” said METIS chief executive officer Mike Konstantinidis. “METIS
and Hivecell are each innovators in their
specialised domains, and each looks forward to identifying common opportunities
to implement game-changing solutions that
can accelerate maritime digitalisation.”
“There’s a lot of talk from companies
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who claim to be able to provide computing
power at the edge, but a ship is certainly the
true edge,” said Jeffrey Ricker, co-founder
and CEO of Hivecell. “Our solution is programmed with existing hardware and is
simple to deploy, enabling the fleet managers to process data from the METIS system more easily than ever before, which
enables faster decision making.”
While non-exclusive, the agreement
between METIS and Hivecell also opens
the way for further development work
focusing on improving system redundancy
and deploying more machine-learning
(ML) at the edge using open-source cloud
computing, said Mr Konstantinidis.
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Virtual Personal Assistant helps tame
shipping’s data monster
The Big Data produced by ships can improve safety, efficiency and competitiveness but decision-makers must first
be equipped to interpret and act on the results, writes Mike Konstantinidis, CEO of METIS Cybertechnology

S

hipping has struggled to get to
grips with data, but the tide is
turning. The advent of reliable,
high-speed, high-throughput
satellite connectivity at sea means transferring the vast quantities of data is no
longer the problem it once was. The challenge today is sifting that data for insights
that can make vessels safer and more fuel
efficient.
Shipowners and managers are also contending with a rapidly evolving regulatory
landscape – particularly in terms of environmental performance – and vetting
requirements from charters and cargo
owners that are ever more demanding.
Fortunately, the advances seen in
artificial intelligence, machine learning,
and related analytic techniques are now
as available to shipping as any other
industry.
At METIS, these technologies have been
deployed to create a platform for capturing, processing and analysing data, with
particular attention paid to making the
outcomes of most relevance to and easily
accessible by those using them. The user
benefits from shipping’s first Virtual
Personal Assistant, an ‘agent’ powered by
Artificial Intelligence which – like a seafaring Siri or Alexa - can help seafarers, shoreside technical colleagues and executives
alike to perform day-to-day tasks.

situation contrasts starkly with aviation,
where airlines largely choose between just
two manufacturers. Shipping’s apparent
abundance of choice has, in reality, hampered integration efforts.
Finding a way to deliver this data that
can be pooled, accessed and manipulated
for multiple purposes as ‘big data’ has
become something of a ‘Holy Grail’ for
maritime digitalisation.
The METIS solution is to deploy a collection of smart devices, called Wireless
Intelligent Collectors (WICs), which are
meshed in a robust wireless network. The
data collected is transmitted back to a
cloud-based hub, where it is stored securely alongside information from other
sources, like weather providers and traffic
monitoring services including AIS, as well
as corporate resource and maintenance
planning. Everything is immediately available to the micro-services and ‘agents’ providing functionality and interacting with
end-users.
The ability to gather data around the
clock provides a much richer, high-resolution picture of vessel performance than
would be possible through trying to join
the dots using incomplete, patchy datasets
obtained from noon reports or manual
readings.
WICs don’t just function as a dumb
relay, forwarding data unchanged as it
arrives. They contain embedded processing power to carry out local pre-processing, cleansing and performing preliminary
analysis of incoming data before it is transmitted back to the hub. By intelligently
removing unimportant ‘background
noise’, the architecture also reduces the
load on the hub and improves overall system resilience and reliability.
This supports ‘data-driven decisionmaking’, helping staff to generate various
operational scenarios quickly and easily.

Based on the current condition of the vessel and dynamic parameters such as speed,
ETA, draft, etc., METIS can help shipping
companies choose the optimal course of
action, without captains/superintendents
having to resort to guesswork.
This qualitative approach contrasts
markedly from the one-size-fits-all model
previously seen in the maritime space,
where unfiltered data has left manipulation or interpretation up to the individual
user.
Recently we had a case of a real vessel
faced with heavy weather on a passage
from Malaga, Spain to Rotterdam, the
Netherlands. The normal course of action
is to slow the vessel down and let the
storm pass before proceeding; running
multiple scenarios on METIS indicated counterintuitive - that less fuel would be
burned by outrunning the weather.

Author Mike Konstantinidis,
CEO of METIS Cybertechnology

Intelligent agents

Against this background, agents can be
created to perform specific tasks: weather
analysis, monitor hull fouling, measure
fuel oil consumption, quantify onboard
energy usage, track main engine operating
efficiency. Agents can also adapt intelligently to their immediate environment,
selecting the best available data source for
the job at hand - whether from equipment
sensors, manual readings or external
information.
Because no two ships are identical,
Data capture
agents are also highly configurable and can
Creating such a powerful solution relies on
be set up to detect and act on events based
addressing a major obstacle to facing digion vessel-specific thresholds. They have
talisation in shipping that does not block
both diagnostic capabilities that can help
the route of other industries: lack of stanengineers pin down the likely cause of an
dardisation, in terms of equipment specifianomaly, and prognostic capabilities for
cations and configurations on board.
predicting future outcomes so that correcStepping on board any modern vessel
tive actions can be planned in advance.
offers a chance to find equipment from
Thanks to their predictive capabilities,
innumerable manufacturers, most of
agents can forewarn crew of potential
which opt for proprietary interfaces. The
impacts on vessel operation caused by changes in
equipment status or forecast for the external environment. This helps to
schedule
maintenance
tasks and aid voyage
planning, also monitoring
and evaluating machinery
performance for optimisation purposes. The ability
to intervene before an
issue escalates offers benefits for safety, as well as
the bottom line.
In exceptional cases
where more rigorous
investigative work is necessary to diagnose the
root cause of a problem or
The METIS solution is to deploy a collection of smart devices, called Wireless Intelligent Collectors (WICs),
make a decision, METIS
which are meshed in a robust wireless network
can prepare and provide
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data in a format suitable for tools like
Tableau, Power BI and MATLAB.

Virtual assistance
The way in which agents convey information to vessel crew and shore-based staff
also represents a sharp break with industry
norms. Instead of requiring another standalone application that complicates existing workflows, the default output channel
for METIS is through the shipping company’s existing collaboration platform – think
Microsoft Teams, Skype or Slack.
If necessary, the Virtual Personal
Assistant can reach personnel more directly by sending text messages to alert them
to critical events. Such updates and alerts
are presented in Plain English as opposed
to indecipherable error codes. Crucially,
METIS won’t spam everyone in the organisation about, say, a broken fuel pump. It
knows who needs to know what, and,
depending on the event’s seriousness,
when they need to know.
What is more, communication with the
agent is interactive: recipients can respond,
requesting more information or selecting a
course of action – again in natural English,
in much the same way they would chat
with a human colleague. In short, anyone
can now use data in their work without
having to undergo training on how to code
or query a database. This should enhance
collaboration between different teams
within a shipping company.
In this way, agents also assume the role
of an extra pair of eyes for personnel in the
engine room or PA for staff tasked with
preparing regular performance reports.
Against a backdrop of shrinking crews and
growing administrative burden on those
who are left, the value of such additional
‘helpers’ quietly and tirelessly supporting
seafarers cannot be understated.
DS
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Manchester tech firm helps solve data
synchronisation issues in remote locations
Manchester-based technology firm SRO Solutions, which specialises in helping businesses keep
control of their assets and data, is helping to solve data synchronisation issues between
remote United States Antarctic Program (USAP) stations on the ice and the US.

S

RO, which is a Gold Accredited
Business Partner for IBM’s Maximo asset management software,
was approached to solve Maximo data synchronisation issues nearly a
decade ago. The United States has yearround research stations in Antarctica, along
with an extensive fleet of planes, helicopters, boats and vehicles to support scientists and research teams working on the ice.
The Americans had selected Maximo as
their enterprise asset management system,
and as part of their implementation needed a reliable way to synchronise their
ongoing Maximo data between all remote
stations in Antarctica and the US. SRO provided the lightweight data synchronisation
services required to ensure all instances of
Maximo at remote USAP locations are
coordinated and current.
Neil Stanford, solutions director at SRO,
said: “They wanted to use the software to
streamline their business processes and
make sure their stations were operating
efficiently. The problem was that because
of the remote locations of their research
stations in Antarctica, a connection to
headquarters wasn’t always in place for
them to be able to leverage the software
correctly. People out on the ice couldn’t
harness the power of the application.”
Limited connectivity and bandwidth
constraints means sharing operational
Maximo data between the remote stations
in Antarctica is a challenge. SRO’s technology overcame those obstacles and has
enabled data synchronisation between all
sites and headquarters, multiple times per
day through its data replication engine
(SDR). The SDR enables companies with
sites in remote locations that suffer from
poor internet connections to share information seamlessly.
SRO’s data replication tool allows each
USAP remote station to access a local ver-

sion of the data, ensuring they are not
reliant on having a constant communications link back to headquarters.
Mr Stanford said: “They get to use the
same processes, procedures and screens as
any connected site, but it is all just local.
When an internet connection is available,
we will sync the data – generally three to
four times a day.
After suffering the same issues with low
bandwidth and high latency connections
as the USAP, the Australian Antarctic
Division also turned to SRO for assistance.
Tired of regularly seeing a revolving blue
circle on their screens indicating their asset
management system was suffering from a
slow connection, the Australian team in
Antarctica took action. They went and
dyed the ice to create their own blue circle,
before sending a picture of it through to
SRO’s head office with a request for help.
Mr Stanford said: “The Australian
Antarctic Division reached out to us
because they had heard about our work
with USAP and they wanted to see if we
could solve their performance issues too.
“It takes some heavy lifting initially to
get this type of setup in place but once in
situ, it just works. The US and Australian
Antarctic Divisions have been customers
for eight to 10 years, but on a day-to-day
operational level we don’t hear from them.
When they come to do a major upgrade of
Maximo and change to a newer version,
they engage us and we make sure that our
solution stays on track.”
SRO’s most recent work in the Antarctic
involves a project to replace British
Antarctic Survey’s (BAS) current asset management system. This ongoing project saw
SRO tasked with migrating all of BAS’ existing data from its current AMOS asset management system to IBM’s Maximo platform.
In addition, SRO has created a number of
bespoke applications to handle data cover-

The operations tower at Rothera Research Station, Antarctica.
Image courtesy of the British Antarctic Survey
ing cargo and freight movements, internal
documents, and crew and course planning.
BAS delivers and enables interdisciplinary scientific research in the Polar
Regions. It operates three research stations
in the Antarctic and two on Subantarctic
South Georgia, and one in the Arctic on
behalf of NERC. Other assets include the
RRS James Clark Ross, a fleet of aircraft
and specialist vehicles, plus the eagerly
awaited new polar ship for Great Britain,
RRS Sir David Attenborough.
The new system will allow data recorded at all of BAS’ remote stations, as well as
on board the ships, to be made available
across the organisation’s entire network.
Despite the incredibly isolated locations
involved, BAS will get as close to live data
as possible and obtain the same quality of
service that a connected site receives.
As well as overseeing the migration of
BAS’ existing data to Maximo, SRO was
tasked with creating various applications to
support the handling of new data. A cargo
management solution is under development
for BAS Logistics that involves building new
custom applications to record packing notes,
packing cases, packing lists and manifests
for all cargo and freight going to Antarctica.
Crew and course planning functionality
was developed in the system to create crew

records, track crew leave and movements,
store certificates and appraisal reports, and
hold job roles with a pre-defined list of training courses required for that role. A custom
application was created to provide a list of
courses, with the ability to schedule training
and book people onto courses, plus a Gantt
view and a report function to track progress.
SRO also created a document distribution
solution to allow BAS to manage and control
policy and procedure documents within its
various research stations, ships and aircrafts.
According to Jonathan Ritchie, senior
consultant at SRO Solutions, getting BAS’
team up to speed on the new system has
provided its own challenge.
He said: “It’s not realistic to get everyone
over from Antarctica, teach them to use the
new system and get them back out there –
there has to be an overlap. Pre-COVID, our
consultants spent a lot of time at BAS’ headquarters in Cambridge going through the
system and leading workshops. We’ve also
been in Merseyside training engineers who
will be working aboard the RRS Sir David
Attenborough on how to use Maximo.”
The IBM Maximo platform has been live
for a number of months now and is considered operationally ready for the RRS Sir
David Attenborough sea trails in the coming
months.
DS

K LINE expands sharing of ship operation data
www.kline.co.jp
www.shipdatacenter.com

The RRS Sir David Attenborough. Image courtesy of the British Antarctic Survey

Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha (K LINE) and Ship
Data Centre (ShipDC) have agreed to
share operational data of the K LINE fleet
equipped with Kawasaki Integrated
Maritime Solutions.
K LINE had previously stored operation
data collected from several vessels equipped
with Kawasaki Integrated Maritime Solutions
to the Internet of Ships Open Platform (IoSOP) and has now agreed to expand the sharing for all its owned fleet of about 140 vessels.
Though the development of information
and communication technology has made it
possible to collect large and various data
from ships in operation, approaches for
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data collection and analysis are still fragmented. For encouraging big data use in the
maritime industry, ShipDC is working for
the common platform for ship-related data.
This data sharing significantly increases
the amount of ship operation data transferred in IoS-OP, and enables IoS-OP members to fully utilise the shared big data to
enhance their corporate value, which
includes the pursuit of ship safety and economic efficiency, environmental initiatives,
and the creation of maritime innovations to
strengthen their competitiveness.
Taking this occasion of expanding the
data sharing, K LINE decided to upgrade
its IoS-OP Consortium membership status
to the highest rank of “Platinum” to extend
its involvement.
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Turning data into business
Finnish firm KNL Networks, recently acquired by Telenor Maritime, is helping shipping companies to make use of the
growing maritime Internet of Things (IoT) via a solution that uses a radio communications network to send data from
a vessel to the Satcoms network, without interfering with existing communication methods onboard the vessel.

C

EO and co-founder of KNL
Networks (KNL), Toni Linden,
firmly believes that the maritime industry requires tangible digitalisation where services and solutions are driven by customer-related
needs. He suggests that organisations
looking to digitalise their operations
should start small, or ‘lean’, and gradually
build up as the value is proven at each
stage. He believes that this will enable an
organisation to reap the largest rewards.
KNL harnesses a ‘lean digitalisation’
approach whereby access to data is first
provided before turning this into information that makes sense and is valuable for
the end user. “Our goal is to turn data into
a business,” Mr Linden confirmed in
December to listeners of the Digital Ship
webinar, New technologies for managing vessel performance. “When you get the raw
data from sensors or systems it generates
very little value. You have to improve and
harmonise this data going forward, make
it available for business in a way that
makes sense. You have to get it to a point
where the organisation can start to see the
value in the data and obtain full transparency in different operations.”

KNL’s solution
KNL has developed a unique technology,
providing data access through a secure,
global mesh network. The goal is to help
companies achieve value from data by providing them with real-time access to data
from systems and sensors already onboard
their vessels. The service consists of data
collection, a platform for managing data in
a standardised way, connectivity, and onshore management and storage of data as
well as access management making it a
complete end-to-end solution for digitalising fleet operations.
Each KNL system is part of a worldwide network of KNL radios. A vessel in a
remote location can connect its KNL radio
via the high-frequency band to another
KNL radio that has a cellular connection. A

KNL's lean digitalisation pathway
vessel closer to shore will automatically
connect to the cellular network. The KNL
global network allows the data to be replicated on the shore side, meaning that multiple parties can gain secure access to the
data onboard their vessel.
The single radio communications network is completely independent to the satcom network, which means that the
shipowner does not have to deal with the
complexities of integrating operational
technology (OT) systems with the corporate IT network, nor do they have to compete with other demands for the available
satcom bandwidth, and can ensure reliability and cybersecurity.
KNL’s database is compliant with maritime open standards with no property
lockups. Full and real-time visibility of
data is shown, without relying on bandwidth and data access. “We have created
a way of dedicating data for different
users so that it can be used in parallel with
different stakeholders and provide a full
access to data, which is very important
when decision making relies on data
so much.”
Mr Linden confirmed that the solution
is offered on a subscription-based service.
There are no capital investments or other
costs. “Everything is offered as a service,
starting with a few hundred Euros a month

KNL’s platform to manage and access data
benefits from:
• Being extremely cost efficient – no capital investment
• Using a dedicated communications OT system so no need for vessels to upscale existing
connectivity or carry out any changes on the IT network side
• The solution is scalable over the entire fleet
• The set up time is minimal. Crew can install the solution with a remote follow-up check
from KNL
• There is no need to install new sensors. KNL works with customers to select the most
appropriate data sources based on the customer’s data requirements
• The open platform follows ISO standards in data handling – meaning any third-party
apps for data can be used
• There is unlimited storage for the data and the set up is modular and open
• The solution is compliant with the IMO 2021 cyber requirements

KNL provides one onboard data collection unit that can integrate
with legacy equipment onboard

and can build up from there when you
have a different business case and different
user cases.”
He continued: “We can take in several
types of traffic. We have a range of
libraries and industry IoT signals that can
be implemented and are capable of defining various data formats. When an owner
prefers to obtain the data from a particular
system, we work directly with the OEM
(original engine manufacturer) to integrate
the platform and test the data until it is
ready to be used by the owner.”
This approach means that customers
can access the benefits of digitalisation at a
very low cost.
On the maritime side, KNL has more
than 100 installations.

Capacity and capability
KNL’s platform is fully compliant
with maritime requirements and type
approved to be used onboard vessels. For
HF-radio, the platform uses the existing
radio license that vessels already have,
meaning there is no need for an additional radio service.
Expanding on one of the critical
elements of the solution, Mr Linden
explained, “It is very important to understand that we separate the real-time data
and the raw data requirements. We only
send over real-time data at blue sea that
will help optimise the vessel’s performance.” The shipowner or service
provider can provide a range of values
for the main engine gas temperature,
for example KNL’s onboard solution
will monitor and store the data for this
and only offload it when there is a
high bandwidth service available.
However, if the main engine gas temperature starts reaching values outside of
those specified, the onboard solution
will provide an alert and enable a constant data flow to commence. All data
with unlimited GBs is stored and downloaded over high bandwidth, but
priority data is transmitted in real-time
at a maximum data rate of 150 kilobits
per second (Kbps). According to Mr
Linden, tens of thousands of signals can
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be sent through real-time with no issues.
The platform also enables data to be
archived, ensuring transparency of operations. If the system detects that the vessel is
operating differently to how it has done in
the past, it will create an alert in the office
so that action can be taken immediately.
“This is really becoming more important
especially with a big fleet when no one can
manually control what’s happening,” Mr
Linden noted.
“It’s good to understand, that we’re not
enriching data, but we provide the infrastructure and platform to manage and
access data, and we’re open to work with
anyone having a service or solution to help
shipowners to operate more efficiently. We
have taken a position of being the independent trusted partner making maritime
digitalisation happen, just like Telenor has
done in other businesses in their landbased networks.”

Costs
Customers can begin with a normal starter
package i.e. a small set of data signals
onboard the vessel, the data collection and
communications part. Data will also be
provided to the owner or manager – the
cost for this is approximately 300 EUR per
month all included. The more complex the
system, the higher the cost. There is no
capital investment.
The cost of installation and labour is
extremely low as for the most part this can
be completed by the crew. System updates
and maintenance can be done remotely to
facilitate continuous low costs. This also
enables rapid fleet range roll outs and efficient operations also during the COVIDcrisis.
KNL's solution utilises one price, giving
the total cost of ownership a one-month
subscription fee. This means that the customer only pays for the services it needs
and uses.
DS
This article is based on a presentation
KNL gave during a Digital Ship webinar.
View the YouTube recording via this link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMw
wf3LcesU
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GreenSteam joins KVH Watch Solution partner program
www.greensteam.com
www.kvh.com
Vessel performance optimisation solutions
developer GreenSteam has joined the KVH
Watch Solution Partner program.
GreenSteam will offer the KVH Watch service as part of its enhanced performance
platform for improved data mobility.
KVH Watch’s dedicated connectivity
will support GreenSteam’s core services,
facilitating the movement of data from vessels to shore-based analysts more frequently and reliably in real-time. This will
enable customers to better understand the
factors leading to fuel wastage and enable

them to develop more effective sustainability optimisation strategies, ultimately
reducing costs.
Digitalisation is proving to be a transformative tool for the maritime industry,
but with the sector now evolving beyond
the data collection stage, attention is turning to the management, storage, and transfer of the data generated. Without realtime data flow from the vessel, machinelearning solutions must rely on incremental data transfers, therefore limiting the
accuracy and confidence of the IoT analysis and prediction. With dedicated satellite
connectivity, shipowners can capitalise on
real-time data analysis to support vessel

Wallem implements Ocean Technologies
learning platform
www.wallem.com
www.oceantg.com
Wallem has signed an agreement with the
Ocean Technologies Group to implement
its recently launched OCEAN Learning
Platform.
The OCEAN Learning Platform is
designed to deliver blended learning,
assessment and competency management
solutions to improve knowledge, skills and
behavioural development. The new platform will boost learner interaction and
engagement and drive the very best learning outcomes. Wallem’s 7,000 seafarers
will access training content onboard and
ashore, track their progress and follow
designated learning paths.
Implementing the platform is the next
step in Wallem's strategy to deliver the
highest level of safety and quality operations. It also expands Wallem’s commitment to support the next generation of seafarers by broadening access to some of the
best learning content available, going
beyond compliance and defining personalised training and career progression
plans.
John-Kaare Aune, interim CEO, Wallem
Group, said: "We want to make sure training and development of our seafarers do

not take a back seat in this time of
increased demand and change. We need
tools to accelerate the time-to-competence
for our seafarers."
Yvette de Klerk, head of training, ship
management, Wallem Group, commented:
"The OCEAN Learning Platform enables
us to proactively close training gaps and
increase training effectiveness, which in
return will strengthen our safety culture.
Simultaneously, the trainers at Wallem
will benefit from the automated processes,
training data analysis and ability to track
crew achievements online."
Manish Singh, CEO of Ocean
Technologies Group, commented: “We are
delighted that Wallem has chosen to
strengthen its partnership with us, being
amongst the first customers to sign up to
our new best of breed learning platform.
As a progressive ship management company with a diverse fleet and global training initiatives across ship and shore,
Wallem is ideally placed to take advantage
of the comprehensive new features and
services we now offer.
“We are particularly excited to introduce the platform to Wallem’s 7,000 seafarers and to deliver them a new level of
learning experience that will help them to
stay safe and achieve their career goals.”

optimisation throughout the course of a
sea voyage.
“The lifeblood of GreenSteam is data
volume, however, without the ability to
move this data off a ship in a timely manner to enable rapid assessments and
responses, its impact is lessened,” said
Daniel Slater, head of business development at GreenSteam. “As vessels are
becoming increasingly sophisticated data
generators, this partnership with KVH
Watch will enable us to benefit from significant advances in satellite communications by improving the flow of information. This in turn will support shipowners
and charterers to make better operational

decisions, saving time and money, while
reducing emissions.”
“This is an excellent opportunity for
the maritime sector to capitalise on the
exceptional gains made in satellite communications and performance optimisation technology in recent years,” commented Sven Brooks, senior director of
IoT business development for KVH. “The
combination of our Watch HTS connectivity with GreenSteam’s machine learning
solutions can result in operational efficiencies, cost savings, and increased sustainability for fleets. This represents one
more way that shipping is benefitting
from digitalisation.”

DNV GL changes name to DNV as it gears up
for decade of transformation
www.dnvgl.com
From March 1, 2021, DNV GL will be
known as DNV. The move comes after a
comprehensive review of the company’s
strategy as it positions itself for a world in
which many of DNV’s markets are undergoing fundamental change.
DNV GL’s present name has been in
place since the 2013 merger between DNV
(Det Norske Veritas) and GL (Germanischer
Lloyd). The name simplification is a natural
consequence of a successfully completed
merger and of having operated as a fully
integrated company for several years now.
Remi Eriksen, group president and
CEO, said: “We merged two leading companies with complementary strengths and
market positions, and combining the two
names was the right solution in 2013.
However, it was not a name that rolled off
the tongue, and many customers already
refer to the company as DNV.
“Our brand is used by many of our customers to build trust towards their stakeholders, and a simpler name will be an
even stronger trust mark for our customers
in the future, but still carries with it all our
strengths and proud 157-year-old legacy
with a purpose to safeguard life, property
and the environment.”

The 2020s has been called the decade of
transformation or the “exponential decade”,
where the pace of the energy transition will
be set and where food, health and transport
systems will change immensely and digital
technologies underpinning industry 4.0
will mature from experimentation into
large-scale application. Most importantly,
this is the decade where humanity will
succeed or fail to deliver on the
Sustainable Development Goals.
As companies take on the complexities
of digitalisation and decarbonisation, they
need trust and assurance. Assurance is not
only a service, but also the fundamental
value created as a result of the services
delivered by DNV. DNV’s ambition is to
shape the future of assurance with more
digitalised services and by leading the
assurance of digitalisation in the form of
assuring data, digital twins and digitised
processes.
“Our strategy not only positions us for
significant growth in a world increasingly
in need of a trusted voice, but also positions us to shape the future of assurance,”
said Mr Eriksen. “DNV will offer the best,
most efficient and digitalised ways of
delivering services - be it classification,
certification, verification, inspection, advisory, or digital solutions.”

Kongsberg adds Nautilus voyage optimisation tool to Kognifai ecosystem
www.kongsberg.com
www.nautiluslabs.com
Kongsberg Digital and Nautilus Labs have
announced a partnership to include the
Nautilus Platform fleet and voyage optimisation tool in the Kognifai open ecosystem.
By teaming Nautilus Platform with
KONGSBERG’s Vessel Insight service, the
companies will deliver joint value to clients
through seamless extraction, contextualisation and analysis of quality vessel data for
use in AI-driven performance tools.
The agreement will see the integration
of Nautilus Platform within Kognifai, complementing the applications already in
place from Kongsberg Digital and thirdparty developers. These include Vessel
Insight, which provides a secure and

dependable vessel-to-cloud data infrastructure which captures, aggregates and
contextualises all data derived from a vessel’s sensors and other assets, transferring
it for storage in the cloud.
Nautilus Labs puts machine-learning
algorithms to work, deploying historical,
real-time and predictive analytics to optimise fleet and voyage performance.
Nautilus Platform recommends optimal
vessel and voyage operating configurations, automatically generating insights in
the form of recommendations that increase
a vessel’s financial returns and improve
environmental sustainability.
These technologies seamlessly integrate
together to bring about substantial, acrossthe-board improvements for shipping
companies. Kongsberg Digital’s Vessel

Insight service gives teams and stakeholders secure and instant access to their vessel
data in a structured, standardised and
user-friendly format, while the Nautilus
Platform provides intelligent and real-time
decision support. The result is a joint solution which enhances and encourages crossdepartmental collaboration while also
reinforcing transparency and accountability between key business stakeholders. The
operational advancements additionally
help businesses not only meet but surpass
their profit and sustainability targets.
“The seamless integration of these platforms is driven by a mutual resolve to deliver consolidated value to our clients, providing them with best-in-class solutions,” said
Eirik Næsje, VP of Vessel Insight, Kongsberg
Digital. “It’s rewarding to see our ethics and
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principles reflected in a forward-thinking
partner like Nautilus Labs, while the distinction of being a Nautilus-preferred provider
will increase our global influence.”
“At Nautilus, we believe that collaboration among industry partners is the best
way to promote innovation,” stated Leigh
Jaffe, VP of corporate development at
Nautilus. “Partnerships have the power to
benefit the entire maritime ecosystem and
ocean shipping industry. We are excited to
partner with Kongsberg Digital to deliver
joint value by enabling clients with
turnkey access to Nautilus’s predictive
insights and optimisation solution.
Proliferating access to high frequency data
and tying it close to an innovative offering
like Nautilus Platform helps our clients
exceed profit and sustainability targets.”
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Wärtsilä – virtual fuel flow
Wärtsilä has developed a modelling approach that helps to measure fuel flow without a flow meter.
This is valuable for shipowners, operators and technical managers who are looking for
transparency without costly investments, writes Karl Jeffery, contributing editor.

S

hipping companies are increasingly having to make difficult
decisions to increase efficiency.
Most companies are still doing
this based on noon reports.
It is difficult to achieve much of an
understanding regarding the relationship
between fuel consumption and speed
using only data from noon reports. Until
now, the only alternative option has been
to install a flow meter, which gathers data
about how much fuel is flowing to the
engine. This comes at a high cost, not just
in its installation and maintenance, but in
managing the data streams it generates
and establishing how it can be utilised in
the decision-making process.
Wärtsilä, the Finnish manufacturer and
developer of smart maritime technology,
understood long ago that, in order to help
shipowners to optimise fleet performance,
it had to develop an alternative approach:
by fusing manual reports and automatically gathered data from the onboard navigational equipment a vessel’s fuel flow can
be modelled.
The techniques behind the model are a
combination of naval architecture and the
latest statistical methods. This allows the
model to be fine-tuned using operational
data, making it self-adapting and vessel
specific.
The model begins with a generic model
based on vessel particulars. The model
quickly learns from operational data, producing reliable results after one laden and
one ballast ocean leg. As the performance
of the vessel changes over time, so does the
model. This allows the user to quantify
effects like hull fouling.
The model can be used in multiple way to
improve operational performance. This
breadth is highlighted in the software modules developed by Wärtsilä, covering aspects
ranging from voyage and fuel optimisation
to improving safety or monitoring emissions.
Another benefit of the system is that it
enables companies to easily compare performance across their entire fleet, even if
the vessels have different equipment
installed on them.
The model can be used to identify differences between very similar ships. This
enables investigations into optimal paint
selection or maintenance schedule.

This modelling technique can only be
used for ships where there is a direct relationship between speed through water and
fuel consumption. It won’t work if you
have a complex propulsion system, where
there is not a constant relationship
between power and speed.

Gathering data
Noon reports are a key input for the
model. Gaps and errors in reporting are
minimised by the model’s ability to predicts the reported consumption before it is
even submitted by the crew. Any errors in
noon reporting can easily be discarded.
“There should not be any additional
work for the crew in gathering data to feed
the system. If there was, that might make
the system harder to implement. The work
of seafarers is already complex enough,”
says Carlos Losada, solutions manager at
Wärtsilä Voyage.
An aggregated fuel consumption measurement is obtained via Wärtsilä SmartLog,
an application designed to collect all the necessary data. SmartLog is readily available as
part of Wärtsilä Fleet Operations Solution.

Comparing modelling
techniques
Mr Losada shows three different examples
of speed-fuel data. One solely based on
noon report data, a second one based on a
high-end auto-logging system, and a third
one based on the Wärtsilä Virtual Flow
Meter approach.
The noon report data alone just shows a
few points with similar speeds and does
not easily fit into a curve. Additionally, the
accuracy of the reports adds uncertainty to
the analysis.
The data from the auto-logging system
shows an instance where the fuel flow
readings became static. This shows potential challenges in maintaining the quality
of the data and in processing it.
The Wärtsilä model output is similar to
the output using the flow meter data but
does not require any flow meter.
Simplifying the setup and allowing the
users to focus in making the right decision
based on the results of the analysis.
So, the Wärtsilä model gives a similar
result to the flow meter data-based model,
but for much lower cost. The flow meters

Wärtsilä collects data based on navigational equipment and noon reports to
ensure that information is collected from already existing processes. This avoids
adding additional work for the crew, which would be a roadblock when it comes
to scalability, Carlos Losada, solution manager at Wärtsilä Voyage explained.
themselves have costs of installation, calibration and maintenance, and the data
streams they generate need to be processed, filtered, analysed and allocated to
the right part of the voyage. “You cannot
use this data without going through some
heavy processing of it,” he says. You also
have no back-up if the flow meter fails.
“It is not necessarily true that the more we
invest in data accuracy, the more we reduce
the costs of running our business,” he says.

Using the technology
Typical goals for shipping companies are
to understand how much fouling is affecting performance, better plan voyages to
reduce fuel consumption, ensure fuel consumption is in accordance with the charter
party (contract with customers) and understand the total cost of running ships.
“Each of those areas requires a different
level of granularity [of data]”, Mr Losada
says.
There are the many ways in which the
model can be used to analyse and improve
operational efficiency of a fleet. Some
examples of these include optimising
Charterparty descriptions, evaluating the
efficiency of past voyages or improving the
accuracy of commercial voyage planning.
The solution is scalable, working immediately with standard equipment and processes.
By digitalising the process and making it
a bit smarter, Wärtsilä takes the burden off
the crew and the office. It helps to avoid
‘death by spreadsheet’. If it’s something you
need to monitor periodically, there’s a dash-

VesselMan signs cloud-based dry-docking agreement with ro-ro carrier
www.arcshipping.com
www.vesselman.com
American Roll-on Roll-off Carrier (ARC) has
signed a long-term agreement for the provision of cloud-based dry-docking and project
management software with VesselMan.
VesselMan is a cloud-based solution
that provides a digital specification that is
always available, based on best-practice
templates and flexible integration with

third-party software.
The agreement covers all of ARC’s U.S.flagged vessels. ARC provides international port-to-port and end-to-end transport of
heavy vehicles, helicopters, Household
Goods (HHG), Privately-Owned Vehicles
(POV), and other equipment for the U.S.
government and its various agencies, and
commercial customers.
VesselMan CEO Glenn Edvardsen said:
“We are excited for the opportunity to

implement our cloud-based project management solution for ARC. This is a significant
milestone for us as we look to move into the
US market, leveraging off our growing list
of shipping offshore clients. “The continued
development of our SaaS model and software support services provides substantial
project management efficiencies and a fixed
return element to ARC’s business model –
reducing the off-hire impact drydocking
fluctuations on a company’s results.”
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board for that. If it’s something that you
could do with interfering there and then,
there’s a notification on your tablet or phone.

Auto-updating
The model does not need to go through
any specific calibration process. It is “selfcalibrating”, in the sense that it is being
continually improved over time.
The system becomes very hard to fool.
For someone to be able to tweak the system,
for example for it to believe the vessel had
received more fuel than had been loaded,
they would need to know what fuel consumption the computer system is expecting,
then provide something slightly different to
that. “You’d have to be a naval architect
with a lot of free time,” Mr Losada says.
The approach has the added benefit of
reducing the complexity and cost that can
come with recording, storing and processing
vast quantities of data. Wärtsilä’s aim with
FOS is to give much of the value of a total
fleet performance management system – one
that relies on collecting and transmitting data
continuously from every sensor of the ship for a tiny fraction of the cost. There may be
shipowners that prefer the comprehensive
data solution, but for many a light, cost-effective installation that yields good results without requiring an army of analysts will be the
most attractive option. There is a point at
which more investment in vessel performance only leads to relatively small
marginal savings, making it not commercially viable. Wärtsilä Voyage aims at the sweet
spot between the level of such an investment
and the associated commercial benefits.
There are always obstacles to progress,
and digitalisation at sea is no exception. But
Wärtsilä Voyage firmly believes that by maximising value, minimising cost and keeping
complexity at bay, system designers can
help shipowners to make sure these obstacles are speedbumps, not roadblocks. DS
This article is based on a Digital Ship webinar with Wärtsilä. Watch the webinar here
https://youtu.be/3kIGiAjOgdQ
A more technical webinar explaining how
the system works can be viewed here
https://www.wartsila.com/insights/webinar/virtual-fuel-flow-meter
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Moving from reactive to predictive
maintenance with maritime IoT
For shipping line P&O Maritime, a catastrophic incident in 2018 accelerated the company’s use
of maritime IoT to drive its maintenance model from reactive to predictive.

I

n 2018, one of P&O’s vessels operating in Saudi Arabia experienced a
significant financial loss when a connecting road broke though the
engine block. According to Kris Vedat,
head of IT for P&O Maritime Logistics,
undetected water contamination was the
root cause of the incident. While manual
lube oil sampling had occurred throughout
this period, between the time taken to
extract the samples and transfer them to
the lab for analysing, no issues were identified. As a result, the company faced significant losses, including:
• $400k to purchase a new engine
• $150k to expedite shipment of the new
engine
• 10-20 days of lost charter
Mr Vedat explained during a webinar
hosted by Digital Ship that following the
incident, a new engine had to be flown to
the ship. The engine had to be taken apart
to install the components into the vessel,
before reassembly of the engine piece by
piece once inside the vessel.
The result of this led to P&O being
tasked with “Finding a solution to avoid
this in the future,” by deploying maritime
IoT to transition from reactive maintenance to predictive maintenance,

Mr Vedat explained.
The company’s previous maintenance
strategy involved taking lube oil samples
every 6-8 weeks. The samples were sent
onshore and tested in a lab while the vessel
waited for the results. The problem with
this strategy, according to Mr Vedat was,
“During this time it is very possible to miss
the critical point where you are in the
‘exposure zone.’ Something can be missed
between sampling and the results being
received.”
P&O decided to move to automatic
sampling to prevent reoccurrence of such
an event. “This way we could be more predictive and decrease our risk exposure.
Our goal was to identify a breakdown
before it happens and to mitigate the risk
before that.”
Today, P&O uses an IoT solution called
VitalyX to enable an entire overview of the
fleet. It is an alarm-based system that identifies and reports failures on ship and on
shore. “The system can predict failures and
avoid downtimes. We also use a conditionbased maintenance model to model multiple parameters on a real-time basis.”
According to Mr Vedat VitalyX enables
the company to ensure that, “the lube oil
operates within its lifecycle sweet spot, to

P&O uses an IoT solution called VitalyX to enable an entire overview of the fleet
avoid changing it before it is optimal and
before it is necessary and becomes a risk to
the asset.” In addition, the IoT solution can
help to predict changes in all areas of a vessel’s operation such as water dilution, soot,
glycol contamination, fuel dilution, saltwater dilution, lube oil viscosity, temperature
and much more.
VitalyX means that P&O can, “get into
real time monitoring, but also ensure
greater accuracy. The crew and the shore
side teams also have access to the same
information.”
Moreover, the IoT solution for predictive maintenance is helping P&O to only
change the lube oil when necessary, based
on real time data rather than OEM guidelines, which Mr Vedat said often reports a
much earlier change date than is needed,
exacerbating unnecessary costs. “We’re
able to increase lifecycle of oil over 6-7
times than manufacturers’ guidelines,
saving 22,000 USD per vessel,” Mr Vedat
confirmed.

P&O’s IoT journey

P&O’s IoT journey involved a change of maintenance model from reactive to predictive

Prior to the 2018 incident, P&O had been
rolling out maritime IoT solutions and
advanced analytics as part of its digital
transformation journey. One of the reasons
P&O was able to swiftly move from reac-

tive to proactive maintenance following
the 2018 incident was because it already
had in place some prerequisites. The company had established its key business values, which Mr Vedat notes as critical in a
successful digital transformation and
established good digital connectivity
onboard.
“Before we embarked on our digital
strategy, we made sure these things were
in place. This included a standardised fleet
management system to capture key data
and good connectivity to transfer data
from ship to shore so that it could be analysed properly. We installed an integrated
data management system. We thought it
was key to capture certain data points on
the vessel to get the information that we
DS
wanted,” Mr Vedat confirmed.

For P&O, a connected future involved
bringing together AIS data, customer
data, vessel data, and sensor technology.
Image courtesy of P&O Maritime
Kris Vedat gave a presentation during
Digital Ship’s webinar on January 12. The
webinar can be watched online here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_pu
Dn4mP98

MOL and start-up expand partnership to reduce GHG emissions with AI
www.mol.co.jp
Mitsui O.S.K. Line (MOL) and Silicon
Valley-based AI technology start-up,
Bearing, have announced an expansion of
their partnership that began in 2019 to
improve ship efficiency using artificial
intelligence (AI).
Through various trials and intensive
discussions concerning ship modelling, a

range of products including a newly
announced AI-powered Smart Routing
Engine, has been developed by combining MOL's maritime expertise and
Bearing's AI technology infrastructure.
This routing engine automatically
analyses multiple potential routes for
a given voyage and recommends prudent, efficient routing through use
of optimal main engine output and

propeller RPM profiles.
At the core of Bearing's technology are
highly-accurate ship performance models
built off of a diverse set of real-world data
points. These AI-powered models with
some historical voyage data for certain vessels such as vessel speed, trim, main
engine operation, weather and sea condition allow Bearing to predict metrics like
fuel consumption with state-of-the-art
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accuracy even without vessels' design
parameters.
The extended partnership was driven
by Bearing's desire to partner with MOL as
a technology leader in the shipping industry and MOL’s understanding of the transformative potential of AI. MOL reportedly
appreciates Bearing's profound AI expertise and background in building scalable
AI technology products.
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To buy or build your way to digital maturity?
Elevating digital maturity can be done via a build or buy process. Patrick Boles, a senior consultant with Deloitte
explains the two different approaches and how people, processes, and technology involved play a role in
improving vessel scheduling, voyage management and many more aspects of ship operations.

S

hipping companies looking to
improve vessel and cargo operations are often faced with, “a
myriad of issues relating to how
they manage their marine logistics planning and execution,” says Patrick Boles, a
senior consultant with Deloitte.
In the last 12 to 24 months, Mr Boles has
been working with two super major oil
and gas companies to develop and implement solutions to address pain points and
capture value. Both firms were dealing
with manual data input and were lacking a
single source of truth. Deloitte worked
with both via two completely different
approaches to improve their vessel
scheduling, chartering, voyage management and the demurrage and financial settlement of activities by these organisations.

Approach 1 – building
your way to digital
maturity
The first case study Mr Boles discussed
was an oil and gas super major with,
uniquely, two separate business units. The
firm was managing the commercial trading and operational execution of marine
cargoes over $2bn in freight spend. The
work was managed locally and on userdeveloped spreadsheets, required duplicate manual entry, and was lacking a single source of truth. The business was using
outlook folders to manage all documents
and marine cargo movements. According
to Mr Boles, the work required multiple
handoffs resulting in excessive communication, and redundant document retention.

“The company had the tell-tale signs of
not being digitally mature and all of this
resulted in a lot of sub-optimal vessel planning and execution,” he noted.
To help the company better manage its
operations, Deloitte deployed its in-house
developed platform using agile methodology AgileSAFE development process and a
user-centric design approach to deliver a
custom cloud-based application on a
Salesforce platform. The goal was to establish a single workspace and engagement
layer for all of the roles and processes
involved across both business units.
Mr Boles explained that the first step
was to interview and assess to engage roles
across the commodity sector and to understand the roles of the existing technologies.
Over 70 interviews were carried out with
shipping, supply and trading stakeholders
across all key commodities and regions,
with the overarching aim to identify key
pain points for improvements.
The second step was to conduct design
workshops to prioritise pain points and
refine them into areas Deloitte could act
upon.
The third phase was the first part of the
program increment. This involved four
scrum teams dispersed globally working
over six two-week sprints using
AgileSAFE and DevOps methodologies to
develop a best-in-class cloud application
for the management of marine cargo
movements.
Using the agile processes, the first MVP
(minimum viable product) was rolled out
in 14 weeks.

The buy/waterfall approach to digital maturity. Image courtesy of Deloitte

The build approach to digital maturity. Image courtesy of Deloitte
According to Mr Boles, potential savings of over $40m in three years were identified. They are currently on track for $20m
in FY21, he confirmed.
Mr Boles said that to successfully complete a transformation in this way, three
key elements were considered at all stages
– People, Process, and Technology.
“Planning is very important. A project’s
goal should be to show users some of the
magic and wow factor to keep them in
touch with project. When using agile processes, it is more about speed and getting
products out there so you can learn from
the work done.”

Approach 2 – Buying your
way to digital maturity
The second project Mr Boles has been
working on for another oil and gas supermajor took a more traditional approach to
digitalising its business.
The major was managing hundreds of
millions in annual marine freight spend,
primarily via emails, phone calls and individual spreadsheets. Capability gaps identified by the organisation included planning
and optimisation, contract management,
spend visibility and control, reporting, process standardisation, system connectivity.
Once the client had chosen Deloitte to
help them improve their digital maturity,
four potential technology vendors were
evaluated, with Veson Nautical’s Veslink
IMOS Platform ultimately chosen to help
the company manage its processes.
Three weeks of design workshops were
then held to refine the business require-

ments of the oil and gas major.
Following this, a traditional waterfall
approach was taken that saw a 3-month
global design phase and a 9-month implementation timeline, allowing the project to
execute a complex multi-region deployment in just under a year.
In this program there was an additional
fourth phase, ‘Sustain and Improve’ that
provide hypercare and support to users.
According to Deloitte, over $15m annualised benefits in marine were identified.
Using the Veson platform, the client
enhanced is visibility on bulk marine shipping across the organisation via carrier
data that was automatically integrated into
the platform.
The People, Processes, and Technology
elements were crucial again throughout
this project. “We started early with training once we’d made selection of the tool.
There’s no such thing as too much training
or too much testing in these projects,” Mr
Boles notes. He also believes it is important
to, “Take a holistic view of your relationship with the vendor. Honestly, evaluate
your potential for lock in and support, and
their willingness to support your custom
development afterwards. Really make
every effort to be an influential customer
DS
to them.”
Patrick Boles gave a presentation during
Digital Ship’s webinar on January 12.
Watch the webinar online here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_puD
n4mP98

CSM and Wärtsilä Voyage sign cloud-based simulator training partnership
www.columbia-shipmanagement.com
www.wartsila.com
Columbia Shipmanagement (CSM) has
partnered with Wärtsilä Voyage to launch
cloud-based simulator training for its maritime training centres worldwide.
The agreement with Wärtsilä’s distributor in Manila, AWA Marine, will enable
cloud-based simulators to be used for navigation, engineering, and liquid cargo han-

dling simulator-based training.
Capt Faouzi Fradi, group director training at CSM, said: “While officers and crew
have been kept away from classrooms and
simulators for several months because of
the pandemic, Columbia has worked hard
creating innovative solutions to ensure
continuation of their professional development as well as their readiness to operate
safely and effectively onboard.
“Cloud-based solutions will continue to

be the best choice in the future to train
those seafarers located far from our training facilities, or those who are unable to
travel during their vacations. Maintaining
their training needs while supporting their
wellbeing is our continuous goal,” he
stressed.
Liam Murphy, director at AWA Marine,
added: “For this project we will be providing CSM with Wärtsilä Voyage’s cuttingedge cloud-based simulator technology.
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The CSM Cloud Simulator
This will allow it to continue training its
crew to the highest standards available in
the maritime industry.”
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Changing attitudes around maritime mental health
The global pandemic has brought to light a topic that has largely remained under the radar in the global shipping industry
– seafarer mental health. Clinical psychologist and MD of Mental Health Support Solutions (MHSS), Charles Watkins,
and CEO Christian Ayerst spoke with Digital Ship about changing attitudes and approaches to mental health at sea.

F

eelings of isolation, high levels of
anxiety,
depression,
and
thoughts of suicide are topics
that are too often brought to the
attention of Charles Watkins, clinical psychologist and managing director at MHSS,
specialists in providing mental health support and guidance. Mental health at sea
was already an issue but with the global
pandemic seeing 800,000 seafarers stranded at sea or prevented from returning to
ships , these issues are only exacerbated.
Long-term separation from loved ones,
restricted access to shore-based centres for
support, and physical ailments and
injuries catalysed by poor mental health
are at risk of rising.
While there is a limited notion of what
mental health actually is and means to
many people, one positive outcome of the
pandemic is that it has raised the profile of
mental health and facilitated a “significant
change in the way people engage in a topic
they had previously been shy to address,”
says new CEO of MHSS, Christian Ayerst.
Having previously spent 8 years working
as a lawyer in London with large shipowners, and the last two with Stolt-Nielsen, Mr
Ayerst realised that, “at the heart of it there
are people there that you have to look
after. The shipping industry is facing massive changes with digitalisation, COVID,
etc, but there is a superb opportunity to
build on this. We must change the way
people consume things. We have to create
information and work out the best way to
deliver it.”

Recognising and
addressing mental health
A critical part of raising mental health
awareness is teaching others to recognise
the signs. “It’s important to teach those
that don’t have a clinical background to
recognise the symptoms and show them
what they can do to help before things get
worse,” Mr Watkins explained. “We’ve
implemented several training programmes
to help others recognise those crew members at risk, showing them how to spot the
early symptoms, how they present. In general, depression and fatigue cause work
accidents so catching these early can help
seafarers be safe and feel protected at sea.”
MHSS believes a holistic approach to
mental health works best, first identifying
what information can be shared with others to help them deal with stressful situations and then demonstrating how to
implement a shift in mindset. “In our holistic approach we look at what we can teach
the seafarers that will help them prevent
certain stressful situations, or if they are
already in a stressful situation, how they
can improve their mental state. Things like
eating healthy and exercising, understanding how the body reacts to stress are some
of the first things to look for and respond
to,” Mr Watkins explained. “I think the
holistic approach is the only force that real-

ly makes sense. In the past we made a mistake by separating the body and the mind,
but it is one system and works together so
we have to treat it as one system. A healthy
body and a healthy mind go together so
how you eat every day will affect your
mood and will certainly affect how you
focus on your work.”
As part of MHSS’ holistic approach, the
company is working with a number of partners, including international maritime
catering business MCTC to explore how
food affects anxiety and the role different
nutrients play in lowering depressive
episodes
and
heightening
moods.
“Collaboration is so important to us because
just explaining to people how to practice
things that help with certain types of mental
states is not enough. They must also understand that there's another picture to it. With
food for example, even the best advice on
mental health will not help if there is a lack
of understanding around what foods are
damaging to their mental health.”
As part of MHSS’ goal to equip and
empower people to deal with the issues
they face, the company’s team of psychologists are working with seafarers to help
them recognise issues and respond appropriately. “We’re looking at implementing a
programme this year to enable seafarers
that are fit and interested in mental health
to be trained in psychological first aid.
Particularly with traumatic events, it is
good to have someone onboard to make
sure this kind of stress is dealt with immediately,” noted Mr Watkins. MHSS is currently developing psycho-educational
videos for seafarers to help them recognise
changes in mental health onboard and how
to deal with them. A book launch is also
planned for this year that will outline the
importance of good mental health and
what this looks like.
Recognising and understanding mental
health is also important for seafarer
recruitment and retention rates today as
more and more seafarers look for things
like mental health support, mindfulness
training, and opportunities to participate
in physical activities onboard.

Mental health and
digitalisation
Shipping’s digital transformation has
brought significant benefits to mariners,
providing connectivity and communication to home, but one issue that cannot be
solved is the fact that the physical distance
will always be there. “The connectivity
gives seafarers the opportunity to be part
of the family, but at the same time they’re
still so isolated,” Mr Watkins explained.
“Feelings of helplessness may come up
and feelings of frustration that they're not
able to intervene in certain cases,” he said.
“It's a great, fantastic tool, and it helps so
many people stay connected, which is a
beautiful thing. However, there's another
part of it which we refer to as rumination.

Christian Ayerst, CEO of MHSS
Seafarers will ruminate about certain types
of issues going on at home; they will look
things up online or watch videos and often
spend a lot of time worrying about something at home they cannot influence. This
creates isolation, which is especially not
good in these times.
We've talked to several masters about
this and a lot of them would like to have
more integration onboard. Like an offline
time where the crew comes together, connecting by socialising and completing
tasks together, having banter, just playing
games. Connecting but without cell
phones, without internet. The danger is
that people are too disconnected in terms
of their group cohesion on board, which is
something we don't want. We want people
to be aware of each other, interacting with
each other and being able to help each
other. That's why we strongly encourage
this offline time to reconnect and to make
sure no one isolates too much.”
Adding to this, Mr Ayerst explained,
“The challenge the industry faces is how
do we use digitalisation in the field of
mental health and wellbeing to the advantage of everybody who uses it? We're
looking proactively at how we deliver
content and training material. Certainly,
one of the advantages we're looking at is
how we use technology and digitalisation
to monitor and move to be predictive in
the issues that might arise. There are disadvantages that need to be carefully managed, but we see this as a huge opportunity for mental health and wellbeing to really capture that space.”
Another question surrounding mental
health and digitalisation is how the role of
seafarers may change and whether this
could heighten anxiety. More automation
could change roles or even see the number
of seafarers onboard decrease. “Will this
affect mental health? I guess it depends.
How many seafarers will there be? What
will the dynamic between these seafarers
be like? How often will they see one another?” noted Mr Watkins. “It’s tough to
answer these questions but we have to
look at interaction and how this will be set
up in the future.”
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Charles Watkins, clinical psychologist
and managing director at MHSS
Adding to that Mr Ayerst noted: “Does
automation bring more responsibility
upon the person who is in charge? We
might see different mental health and wellbeing questions asked, which we will have
to deal with and find a solution. Mental
health has always been around and is
always going to be around, but it will
shape shift depending on the climate.” He
noted that it will be important for companies to stay on top of new mental health
issues that may arise and be ready to
respond to these. “Any company which
does that successfully is going to be in a
strong position.”

Maintaining momentum
in 2021
Heading into 2021, MHSS plans to focus on
developing path-based technology, monitoring certain facets of mental health and
working very closely with its partners. The
company also plans to launch various
training content, which will be delivered
across a variety of formats and languages
to enable full accessibility.
The end goal, according to Mr Ayerst is
to, “help companies change their culture
and deliver messages in the most effective
formula possible.” He believes that
COVID-19 could be a real opportunity to
make changes to mental health and urges
companies to engage in learning more and
understanding it, rather than seeing it as a
tick-box exercise.
“Mental health has been an area
neglected for so long and the momentum
we have achieved through COVID has
seen people get a real interest in the subject
matter. Now we have established this and
increased the education and resilience
around mental health and what poor mental health and anxiety looks like, I don’t
think interest will be lost as we’ve reached
a critical point,” concluded Mr Watkins.
MHSS provides support to seafarers
with 1:1 therapy and offers a free mental
health hotline number which offers round
the clock confidential and psychological
support onboard and ashore. Find out
more here https://www.mentalhealthsupport.com/
DS
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How intelligent cloud-based platform by SailPlan
is optimising navigational decision-making
US start-up SailPlan has recently launched an intelligent navigation platform for ships that is designed to optimise
ocean-going voyages and save lives by reducing the number of catastrophic collisions at sea. Digital Ship spoke with
SailPlan’s founder Jacob Ruytenbeek, an autonomous systems expert and passionate waterman from Florida,
to find out how this new technology will change navigation.

A

losing its GPS signal through a channel and
therefore experiencing weakened navigational capabilities, SailPlan can step in and
communicate with the surrounding infrastructure, identifying the vessel’s position in
relation to surrounding objects.
SailPlan taps into data from sensors
(including radar, lidar, electro-optical,
wind, acoustic, or any other type of sensor)
and cameras already installed onboard the
vessel, eliminating the need for additional
external sensors. Users are required to
install a small server that acts as an integration point, pulling the data from the
vessel’s activities and feeding that to
SailPlan. Additional sensors can be
brought in to increase the capabilities of
SailPlan, but they are not essential.
SailPlan runs alongside the vessel’s standard navigational system, with all information sent to the bridge and/or shoreside
teams and operational centres, enabling all
stakeholders to view the same data.
Diving deeper into how SailPlan’s inforExchanging route
mation
exchange works, Mr. Ruytenbeek
data via the cloud
According to Mr Ruytenbeek, compared used one scenario to explain more: “If a
with traditional AIS or radar-based navi- ship is leaving Southampton and heading
gation, SailPlan offers far greater naviga- towards New York, and another is coming
tional insights. “AIS is highly imperfect. It from New York over to Southampton,
doesn’t give you a whole lot of time or SailPlan lets you know when you plan
vision and is limited to a line of sight of your route the other vessels or objects you
around 20 to 25 nautical miles at most,” he will be passing. We could identify for you
explained. Electronic Navigational Charts that in four days from now these ships will
(ENCs) do not provide comprehensive be passing each other, but perhaps a little
information about the environment in too close for comfort. Through our AI syswhich the vessel is sailing, compromising tem, we can suggest a slight tweak to that
route to optimise the voyage and allow it
the safety of the vessel and its crew.
Instead of these traditional approaches, to happen much more safely and efficientSailPlan uses the cloud to facilitate route ly than before.”
In the event of a vessel changing its
information exchange between two vessels.
“Instead of AIS, we use the internet. It's planned route for any number of reasons,
worked as the basis of modern communica- SailPlan provides continuous updates to all
tion systems and we think it has matured to vessels that will be near to its new voyage
the point that it's starting to work well in path. “SailPlan establishes a peer-to-peer
maritime as satellite-based communica- network of all the vessels, allowing for realtions are more deeply penetrated than ever time updates. We push those updates
before,” Mr. Ruytenbeek explained to us. through to the interface, which can be via
Using the cloud in this way has many ben- the bridge or on a tablet. As you re-plan
efits, for instance, in the event of a vessel your route, we detect that and we let everybody around you know.
It avoids confusion,” Mr.
Ruytenbeek explained.
One thing important to
note is that SailPlan will
always let navigators
know if another vessel
changes its operation,
whether that’s speed or
route. This is known as
conformance monitoring
and provides navigators
using SailPlan with the
confidence that all vessels near to them are
The intelligent navigation platform by SailPlan shows
operating as they intendthe location of various vessels and provides real-time
ed. If SailPlan detects
updates to reduce collisions at sea
any changes in speed or

t its core, SailPlan is an intelligent navigation platform that
enables any ocean-going vessel
and its navigator to better
understand its operational environment to
avoid collisions and reduce the number of
incidents at sea. The platform creates digital twins of both the maritime environment and the vessel and its communications infrastructure, drawing upon data
from vessel traffic, buoys, real-time weather, the regulatory environment and information from other ships’ sensors to automatically detect and alert navigators to
potential collision risks hours or even days
in advance. This offers capabilities far
beyond the navigator’s line of sight. The
data SailPlan collects is fed to an intelligent assistant onboard the vessel, providing a real-time living situation of the vessel’s surrounding environment, rather
than a static representation.

route deviations that could affect another
vessel, the system alerts both the navigator
of that vessel as well as all other vessels in
its vicinity. Mr. Ruytenbeek clarified that to
ensure security, the identity of the vessel
will remain unknown.

Reducing port congestion
It is not uncommon to see ships stacking up
outside ports as they become too full to
handle the increase in volume. Ships sat
idle in harbours are wasting fuel, emissions
and time, and there’s no real reason for
them to leave their previous destination
only to wait somewhere else. “If you had
SailPlan on board it would have forecasted
that in 10 days’ time, just as you’re getting
into the Port of Long Beach for example,
there’ a traffic jam of 70 ships also trying to
enter the port. SailPlan’s routing engine can
optimise the traffic flow into a port to avoid
wasting time waiting for a berth. This gives
us a much more effective traffic flow as a
whole and on an individual basis for all the
ships it helps reduce fuel burn and energy
usage and emissions over time.”
SailPlan’s digital twin concept also
means that it can be used to monitor the status of various ship components, such
as the engine, to deliver information on ship
performance and maintenance schedules.

Launch phases
There are three phases of launch currently
planned for SailPlan. The first phase is for
SailPlan to work as a decision aid navigation augmentation. The second is the continuous collection of data for real-time simulation and route suggestions. This
includes integrating information from navigators about their route decisions into
SailPlan to help it recommended routes in
the future. The third phase will see
SailPlan have more integration with the
ship, for instance being able to control certain elements such as the engine to optimise ship performance. Mr Ruytenbeek
has high hopes that this technology will be
fully rolled out within the next 3-4 years.

System integration
SailPlan is an open system. “We provide
standard weather data from NOAA but
you can add your own weather data to
our interface, which overrides the
default.” Adding to this, Mr Ruytenbeek
noted that it is possible for SailPlan to
provide alerts or reports around certain
conditions the vessel is expected to
encounter during its planned voyage
(weather for example). The user can input
their specific requirements into SailPlan,
for example if there is an event they
would like to be alerted to within the next
48 hours such as a change in weather,
SailPlan will generate an alert when this
happens. The idea is that SailPlan can
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tailor its behaviour through APIs.

El Faro - the inspiration
behind SailPlan
While Mr Ruytenbeek is a passionate
waterman having grown up in south
Florida, he started off working in defence
with the US Air Force, helping SpaceX at
the time. It was during his time in aviation
that he realised the maritime industry was
making the same mistakes that aviation
had done 10 years prior.
Then in 2015, the catastrophic El Faro
incident took place where a navigational
error led to the vessel voyaging into a
severe hurricane. 33 lives were lost. Mr
Ruytenbeek was working to commercialiSe
the unmanned aerial systems (UAS) traffic
management system and developing technology to allow multiple drones to fly in a
restricted space without collision. This was
achieved by enabling the drones to swap
routing information so that they could
share the space more tightly. As a result of
this technology, things like drone delivery
could start to happen. Mr Ruytenbeek
realised this technology he had been working on to develop for drones could be
applied to his passion for the water. He
believed he could equip vessels with intelligence to help people make better decisions about how to operate them.

Customers
SailPlan officially launched at the end of
2020 but had been testing and trialling the
technology with numerous partners prior.
One of these partners is Maine Maritime
Academy (MMA) which is equipping its
fleet with SailPlan to deliver real-time fleet
location and health monitoring to MMA’s
Shore Control Centre. SailPlan will run
alongside MMA’s current navigational systems, providing real world simulations in
real-time and historical after action reports.
“We’re comparing how SailPlan recommends the voyage versus how the navigator
actually planned and executed the voyage.”
SailPlan is also working with a large
undisclosed shipping company to determine possible fuel savings, integrating
weather, berth availability, traffic flow,
and other vessel particulars.

Future plans
The Virginia-based start-up is currently
working on expanding the platform to
enable cost calculation of alternative routes.
For example, comparing the cost of travelling through an Emission Control Area
(ECA), with more expensive fuel, versus
navigating a longer but less regulated route
where cheaper fuel would be permitted.
Until then, SailPlan will keep focussing
on facilitating the infrastructure to help
humans navigate safer and more efficient
voyages.
DS
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Norwegian shipper supports fleet operational efficiency with cloud-based solution
website to come here
Norwegian shipping company Solvang is
rolling out Wärtsilä’s cloud-based solution
OPERIM to support its fleet’s operational
efficiency.
The contract with Wärtsilä will
enable Solvang access Wärtsilä’s digital
Operational Performance Improvement &
Monitoring (OPERIM) technology, which
is a cloud-based solution that contains a
digital twin model of the gas cargo handling systems. The technology enables KPI
reporting and benchmarking of the best-inclass performance within the fleet. These
data insights are available for use by both
the crew and onshore teams, and will support performance improvements needed to
achieve optimal efficiency.
The system also allows operational
adjustments to be made as operating conditions change. The same data also provides
valuable feedback to the crew to allow them
to improve their operational routines.

Solvang’s fleet director Tor Øyvind Ask,
explained: “Wärtsilä’s digitally-enabled
service provides transparency and valuable
insights to our operations. The agreement
allows us to use Wärtsilä’s OPERIM solution, but goes further by engaging experts
from both sides to work collaboratively to
find the best solutions for our business,
whether it be in operator usage, operational
routines, or the plant performance. We
have created a collaborative approach to
operational improvements.”
The first phase of the agreement will
comprise OPERIM being rolled out to 15
Solvang LPG/Ethylene carriers fitted with
Wärtsilä cargo handling systems. Monthly
fleet management meetings will be held to
review the data produced, and to agree on
improvement actions. The development of
crew competences will also be highlighted.
During the second phase of the agreement,
OPERIM will be made available to an additional 12 vessels in the Solvang fleet (LPG
/ Ethylene carriers).

Saudi Aramco boosts digital transformation with
Ascenz fuel monitoring system

The
agreement
includes both access
to the cloud application, as well as support from Wärtsilä
experts on realising
performance opportunities.
“Lifecycle support
to our customers’
installations is a
central pillar in the
strategy of Wärtsilä
Gas Solutions. This
Under the agreement, eventually 27 ships in the Solvang fleet
agreement marks a
will benefit from operational improvements made possible by
step change in our
Wärtsilä’s OPERIM solution. Image courtesy of Solvang
customer offering by
combining
input
from our service experts with our digital optimal level for our customers,” said
solution to deliver a digitally-enabled life- Nicholas Martin, director digital offering,
cycle service. This allows us to ensure the gas solutions.
The 5-year agreement was signed in
products, systems, and solutions that we
deliver are properly maintained, and that December 2020 and took effect on 1
their reliability and performance are at the January 2021.

Thome Group launches new navigation bridge simulator
www.thome.com

website to come here
Ascenz, along with Middle East partner
Credence Offshore, has been chosen by
Saudi Aramco to deploy its Electronic Fuel
Monitoring System across its entire offshore fleet.
A successful pilot was completed in
Saudi Aramco’s Tanajib base, where the
system was commissioned on Zamil 301,
the first Saudi Aramco chartered vessel to
be fitted with the smart shipping solution.
As part of the project delivery, marine
specialists from Ascenz demonstrated the
system’s proof-of-concept integrating
onboard and onshore functionalities to
track and monitor fuel usage. Onboard
sensors and Coriolis Mass Flow Meters are
used for accurate ship data collection. Data
is compressed, encrypted, and transmitted
to the cloud for advanced computation.
Leveraging marine data analytics, the
online vessel management portal then
transforms data into performance insights,
at the same time delivering these insights
across multiple intuitive dashboards
onboard. The process is done entirely in
real-time and with full automation, providing all stakeholders – shipowners, ship
operators, charterers, crew, and commercial representatives – powerful visibility
and traceability of vessel performance.
Onboard and onshore teams are
equipped with comprehensive daily reports

showing key performance indicators for
fleet-wide fuel consumption activities,
alerts when benchmarks are exceeded, data
quality and more. These features empower
users to make proactive decisions to optimise fuel use, propelling digital fleets to be
more competitive in the long run.
Tang Teck Hong, director - commercial
of Ascenz, said: “The success of the pilot is
a very positive direction forward that validates our core solution being at the forefront of smart shipping.”
Julien Glory, CEO of Ascenz, commented: “We pride ourselves to be our
customer’s partner in their digital
journey toward operational excellence.
Committing to the success of our customers is one of our core values.”
Saudi Aramco, in line with its Digital
Transformation Program, has the ambition
to be the world’s leading digitalised energy company. Committed through adopting innovative technologies like the fuel
monitoring system, Saudi Aramco will be
transforming every single vessel into a
smart vessel for its offshore fleet.
Philippe Berterottière, chairman and
CEO of GTT Group, said: “As digitalisation
gains momentum in the maritime industry,
fuel monitoring will be a game-changer
which will shape the future of sustainable
shipping. We are honoured to be part of
Saudi Aramco’s digital transformation journey enabling fuel-efficient smart vessels.”

The Zamil 301 vessel, courtesy of Saudi Aramco

Thome Group has recently invested in the
installation of a new Full Mission
Navigation Bridge Simulator with a 320
view. The new system was formally
opened, following all relevant COVID-19
protocols, on January 20, 2021 at the TSM
Building, Makati City, in the Philippines.
Using Kongsberg Digital’s latest K-Sim
navigation simulator, trainees will be able
to use equipment that looks, feels and has
the same functions as real onboard equipment, while operating in a safe training
room environment.
The sophisticated new visual system
brings to life geographic locations, different weather conditions and other nearby
vessels so trainees can have better
seascape and interact with multiple
scenarios.
This is the second navigation simulator
which the Thome Group has setup at its
state-of-the-art training centre in Manila.
The new system will be used for conducting various levels of navigational trainings
including bridge team management, ship
handling, ship to ship manoeuvres, deck
simulator assessments, ice navigation, to
name but a few. All of the training can be
customised to specific client requirements
to enable bespoke courses on specific ship
types, geographical regions, operation

type etc., which provides a valuable training experience for the crew.
“Making sure our crew is fully trained
on the latest equipment before they go
onboard is a necessity, which is why we
have invested in the most up to date technology from Kongsberg,” said Olav
Nortun, CEO, Thome Group.
“The new bridge system can be integrated with the K-Sim engine simulator
which enables a comprehensive range of
training scenarios that will help support
inter-departmental operations. The system also has a playback facility which
allows full de-briefing sessions with the
trainees,” he continued.
This latest system has the capability to
remotely view live classes from anywhere
in the world, allowing clients to observe
their crews in training.
“This new simulator will teach our
teams how to use onboard equipment in a
controlled environment. People tend to
retain much more knowledge when having to perform an actual task than just passively listening to someone talking and so
these incredibly realistic simulators are the
ideal way to ‘learn by doing’. In a time
where travel is limited having the ability to
view these simulators in real time from
other locations is an added bonus,” added
Claes Eek Thorstensen, executive vice
chairman, Thome Group.

The new full mission navigation bridge simulator with a 3200 view
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NAVTOR launches vessel performance optimisation solution
www.navtor.com
e-Navigation solutions provider NAVTOR
has announced the launch of NavFleet, a
fleet management and performance optimisation solution.
The application, developed over the
past two years in collaboration with key
shipowners, opens up a new horizon of
possibilities for users – enabling real-time
operational insight, performance optimisation and enhanced business decision making. NAVTOR CEO Tor Svanes says the
product heralds “a future of efficiency,
performance, intelligence and cost control”
for owners of all sizes and segments.

NavFleet provides complete control and

NAVTOR has developed a suite of eNavigation products, delivered, updated
and connected through a cyber secure
ecosystem that unites shoreside and vessel
teams. This provides the platform for
NavFleet, which seamlessly integrates realtime data from vessels, fleets, offices and an
array of business-critical sources within a
single, user-friendly, shoreside application.
The result is a complete, common
situational awareness, with the ability to
continually monitor and refine vessel
performance.
“Our e-Navigation mission has always
been to simplify operational tasks, while
enhancing efficiency, safety and business
performance.
This
may be a new arena
for NAVTOR, but it’s
built on those same
principles and utilises
our proven technology, infrastructure and
expertise to deliver
huge benefits for
shipowners targeting
improved ship management,” said CEO
Tor Svanes.
“Using our cybersecure certified gateway, NavBox, and
cloud
computing
optimal insights
resources we can

enable remote teams to work as one –
accessing data relating to, for example,
vessel sensors, weather, passage planning,
route optimisation, engines and fuel consumption, in real-time. In this way, users
have a simplified interface where everything is connected, enabling them to see
the ‘big picture’ rather than working to
gather and analyse separate data streams
in isolation. This unlocks smarter shipping
for everyone… and the benefits of that are
almost unlimited.”
Performance optimisation is a key
NavFleet selling point, with the ability to
benchmark, troubleshoot, refine and share
best practices across fleets, while solving
individual vessel issues. For example, if a
shoreside team knew what rpm should
produce a speed of 10 knots in good
weather conditions, vessel engines could
be set accordingly, and ongoing speed
monitored. If speed doesn’t meet expectations a hull performance issue could be
identified, with bio-fouling producing frictional drag, hampering performance, and
impacting on fuel consumption and efficiency. NavFleet aims to deliver this
insight.
The new awareness also enables easier
compliance, alongside simplified reporting
and administration, with the ability to
automate key reports. Amongst these will
be the mandated EU MRV/IMO DCS
reports, which can be produced at the

touch of a NavFleet button from later in
2021. A new approach to operational
report handling will allow reports (e.g.
noon reports) to be sent directly from vessels, but accessed from anywhere through
the application.
In addition, NavFleet’s real-time monitoring capabilities will help office-based
teams determine if vessels are falling short
of KPIs or deviating from passage plans,
facilitating swift remedial action. This ability makes it easier for owners to adhere to
the covenants in charter party agreements,
potentially avoiding performance claims
and strengthening working relationships.
“We’ve listened to our customers and
the officers on the thousands of vessels we
deliver services to and tailored a solution
that helps them tackle some of their most
pressing everyday challenges,” said Mr
Svanes. “It is powerful, flexible and will
constantly evolve as we develop new
functionality and refinements to meet
the changing demands of this dynamic
industry.
“We see this as a natural progression for
NAVTOR and a further means of translating some of the principal benefits we’ve
brought to e-Navigation into the context of
overall fleet and business management.
This is a new chapter for our company and,
we believe, an essential application for
enabling smarter, more sustainable and
profitable shipping organisations.”

Wärtsilä introduces SmartMove Suite for semi-autonomous sailing
www.wartsila.com
Wärtsilä Voyage has introduced Wärtsilä
SmartMove Suite to the shipping market,
a solution for semi-autonomous sailing
featuring the industry’s most advanced
sensors and high-accuracy ship control
systems.
The suite aims to take the concept of
automated dock-to-dock operations to the
next level. Fully retrofittable, the
SmartMove Suite can soup-up existing vessels with next-generation capabilities to
improve safety, efficiency and productivity
on the water. The technology enables navigation officers to perform at a higher level.
The first order was placed by American
Steamship Company (ASC), a subsidiary
of Rand-ASC Holdings, and has been
installed on the American Courage, a 194
metres Great Lakes self-unloading bulk
freighter with a cargo carrying capacity of
24,300 gross tonnage. This is the largest
ship ever capable of performing automated docking and dock-to-dock sailing operations. The winding, often narrowing
Cuyahoga River in Ohio, US, can be heavily congested, making it by far the most
challenging of shipping routes for any vessel using automated sailing and docking
technology. The Wärtsilä solution has been
successfully tested on the American
Courage since March 2020.
“American Steamship Company chose
to partner with Wärtsilä Voyage based on
their ability to bring to bear their diverse
subject matter experts into a cohesive team
to deliver comprehensive solutions to complex challenges. The complete Voyage

Smart technology package addresses the
American Courage’s restricted water
manoeuvring profile requirements including a position margin of less than two
meters and transit under bridges. Wärtsilä
adeptly familiarised themselves with our
business sensitivities to drive adjustments
throughout the project to benefit ASC. One
example of this is the versioning of the
technology that utilises the surrounding
environment for vessel positioning making
it ship-based rather than on shore. The
resulting impact was a further reduction of
the American Courage’s operating costs,”
explained Pierre Pelletreau VP of engineering, Rand-ASC Holdings.
“Advanced decision support systems,
such as Wärtsilä SmartMove, bring value
because they can automate the repetitive
tasks, such as docking on repeated
itineraries, allowing the navigation officers
to focus their bandwidth on the parts of the
operation. This is not about going captainfree, rather, enhancing the capabilities of
onboard crew as they traverse shuttle
routes, congested or restricted areas. When
vessels must operate twenty-four hours a
day, seven days a week, we are pleased to
offer an automated dock-to-dock transit
solution that ensures every trip is conducted safely,”’ said John J Marshall, senior
business development manager, automation & DP Americas, Wärtsilä Voyage.

How it works
Wärtsilä Voyage provides a standard hardware setup with redundant controllers
and displays, along with a sensor suite
(comprising gyro, MRU, wind, and GNSS

The Wärtsilä SmartDock User Interface was developed using user-centered design
principles. Image courtesy of ASC-Rand Holdings.
sensors). This is connected to a single
digital platform through which five software products are available: SmartDock,
SmartTransit, SmartEntry, SmartPredict,
and SmartDrive. The core blocks of
software (including controllers, sensor
processing, Thruster Allocation Logic
and track follow) are sourced from
Wärtsilä Voyage’s Dynamic Positioning
portfolio, which has been in use over many
years in some of the world’s harshest
environments.
“To understand the challenges and true
innovations of these technologies, you
have to grasp the complexities of modern
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vessels with all of the components conducting specific functions independently.
We are effectively making each component
“smart” so that the ship itself becomes the
sum of the parts and is capable of working
as efficiently and smartly as possible.
Decades of research and maritime data,
multiple unrivalled technologies, realworld testing, engineering, and data have
gone into this solution, and we’re pleased
to be celebrating a new era of smart navigation together with American Steamship
Company,” explained Thomas Pedersen,
director, automation & dynamic positioning, Wärtsilä Voyage.
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Digital Ship
Damen adds Sea Machines' wireless-helm systems to ship build catalogue
www.damen.com
www.sea-machines.com
Boston-based Sea Machines Robotics has
entered a strategic alliance with Damen
Shipyards Group of the Netherlands to
incorporate the company’s autonomous
and wireless-helm systems as standard
features in Damen’s global vessel build
catalogue. This partnership increases the
accessibility of Sea Machines systems in
marine and maritime markets and further
propels Sea Machines into mainstream use
aboard commercial vessels.
Damen’s in-stock hull program has
been successful to date as it ensures a short
and efficient delivery of proven technology. Now with Sea Machines technology on
board, Damen’s customers can take advantage of new operational methodologies
that deliver additional efficiencies, increases in productivity and predictability, and
opportunities to increase at-sea safety
throughout the life of the vessel.
In addition to installing the autonomouscommand and wireless-helm systems,
Damen will train users to operate Sea
Machines systems via the company’s inhouse simulator. Fully integrated with Sea
Machines’ technology, the simulator will
generate a realistic marine domain in which
employees and the company’s clients can
learn to use Sea Machines’ intuitive user
interface and become familiar with modern
autonomous-command capabilities.
These capabilities include autonomous
transit behaviours as well as collaborative

www.uantwerpen.be
www.portofantwerp.com

A rendering of a "smart bridge," in which a mariner takes a remote supervisor role. Image
courtesy of Damen
autonomy for unmanned daughter craft
operations, and pre-configured pattern
autonomy for task-based workboat missions. Sea Machines autonomy incorporates obstacle detection and collision
avoidance based on COLREGs for dynamic-domain operations, as well as highly
valuable
remote-command,
remotemachinery and payload control, which
allows shore-based command of vessels
and onboard equipment. Customers can
leverage reduced-crew or unmanned vessel operations which can greatly increase
the productivity of persistent workboat
operations or remove personnel from hazardous marine work environments. Across
all industries, autonomous systems automate manual, repetitive, and tedious tasks,
allowing humans to focus on higher-level
operations with reduced risk.
“This alliance will play an important
role towards the realisation of Damen’s

strategy, which is built on the continual
development of digitalisation, sustainability and operational excellence of Damen
products and services,” said Damen’s
Toine Cleophas, manager programs. “The
collaboration forms a part of Damen’s
R&D programme Smart Ship and will
increase customer value by supporting a
more digitalised Damen portfolio.”
“This significant development sends a
clear signal to the industry that
autonomous marine technology is rapidly
gaining adoption and is in-demand among
commercial operators,” said Sea Machines’
CEO Michael G. Johnson. “We see a future,
where most, if not all, newly constructed
vessels will feature autonomous technology as standard. This partnership will accelerate Sea Machines’ position as the ‘go-to’
provider of advanced marine technology
and is securing Damen as an innovative
industry leader for years to come.”

DeepSea launches hardware-free AI-driven platform
for vessel performance insights
www.deepsea.ai
DeepSea Technologies, the AI-led maritime technology company, has launched
Cassandra Light, a hardware-free AI-driven platform able to deliver accurate vessel
performance insights using only noon
data. For less than the cost of a tonne of
fuel, Cassandra Light enables charterers
and shipowners to gain visibility and
transparency on vessel performance across
their whole fleet.
Cassandra Light monitors and visualises CO2 emissions and notifies users of fuel
over-consumption. The platform also pro-

UAntwerp and Port of
Antwerp test 3D sonar sensors for unmanned sailing

vides AI-based performance insights to
present an at-a-glance overview of key vessel metrics in one place. This includes
alerts that quickly detect performance
anomalies and critical events that might
need further investigation. Cassandra
Light provides instant full fleet monitoring
and assessment, allowing charterers and
shipowners to benchmark their assets
against the global fleet. A critical breakthrough, it uses AI to validate reported
consumption figures, bringing a new level
of accuracy to noon report data.
The Cassandra Light technology makes
AI accessible to every company with no

Cassandra Light monitors and visualises CO2 emissions and
notifies users of fuel over-consumption

barriers to entry and without any upfront
investment or hardware installation. The
product is beneficial to charterers and
shipowners of all sizes and stages in their
digitalisation journey. This includes companies at an early stage in their digitisation
journey, as well as those with mixed-age or
regularly changing fleets who want a flexible and low overhead solution for performance transparency and insights.
Critically, Cassandra Light, is ideal for
those who want to trial an AI-driven platform without making a substantial CAPEX
investment.
Roberto Coustas, co-founder and CEO
DeepSea Technologies, said: “Cassandra
Light is an industry-first platform that
makes, for the first time, cutting-edge technology accessible to everyone, becoming
the perfect ally for charterers and shipowners at all stages of digitalisation, supporting their journey to performance transparency, maximised profitability and
decarbonisation.
“By accurately capturing the wide range
of variables that impact vessel performance, Cassandra Light offers the opportunity to see these elements in a new light
that enables critical business decisions to
be made with greater confidence. The
implications of a product such as
Cassandra Light stretch far beyond individual vessels and fleets, with the potential
to redesign fundamental relationships,
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Researchers at UAntwerp and the Port of
Antwerp are testing how 3D sonar sensors can be used to improve awareness of
a ship’s surroundings for autonomous
shipping.
The researchers developed a 3D sonar
sensor with 32 sophisticated waterproof
microphones as part of the 'embedded
Real Time Imaging Sonar' (eRTIS) project.
Prof. Jan Steckel at CoSys-Lab, a
research group in UAntwerp's Faculty of
Applied Engineering, develops advanced
sensor systems that can withstand harsh
conditions. He explained: “In order to
achieve fully autonomous navigation, constant monitoring of the ship's surroundings is absolutely crucial. Cameras can be
used, of course, but when visibility is poor
– due to dust, water sprays, mud, smoke
or fog – they don't work properly.”
With the 3D sonar sensor, the information is transmitted in real time. Prof.
Steckel explained: “If there are any delays,
the ship could crash into something. The
'Imaging Sonar' part refers to reflected
sound waves hitting the sensors to create a
picture of the surroundings.”
According to Prof. Steckel, the technology was inspired by the way bats see the
world. “We drew our inspiration from the
way bats use echolocation. They emit
sound waves, and when those waves hit
objects, the bats hear the echoes of these
collisions, allowing them to avoid obstacles flawlessly.”
In the last weeks of 2020, the technology was successfully tested on the
Tuimelaar, one of the Port of Antwerp's
test vessels. In 2021, there will be a followup project: as part of the Smart Docking
Innovation Challenge, the Port of
Antwerp has given the green light to Prof.
Jan Steckel's 3D Sonar and Lidar for Vessel
Monitoring project.

A 3D sonar sensor.
Image courtesy of UAntwerpen
unlock competitive and societal benefits,
radically transform the industry and be
game-changing from an investment and a
chartering perspective.”
Cassandra Light has the ability to integrate with current noon reporting data systems to extract performance and monitoring information, which in turn supports
business decisions that lead to fuel and
emissions savings.
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Enabling Global
Connectivity

GET YOUR COMMUNICATIONS
UNDER CONTROL
THE SMARTEST WAY TO MANAGE YOUR DATA
INTEGRA Control takes a new approach to managing satellite communications by
empowering customers to see and control data usage at a granular application level,
even when it’s encrypted.
traffic limitations and prioritise bandwidth for
P Set
business-critical applications
charge of data usage by setting real-time alerts
P Take
and blocking applications as required

WATCH VIDEO u

costs by setting custom traffic quotas and
P Control
blocking traffic

Discover more online
theastgroup.com

See more

Control more

Save more
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C-TAB
Bogerd Martin introduces the Chart Track C-Tab
The Chart Track C-Tab offers ship crews the power to create fully comprehensive
passage plans anywhere and at any time on the vessel. All AVCS charts purchased
urchased
for your ship are displayed in a well-organized ENC viewer and allows for the passage
plans to be automatically hazard checked, just as the ECDIS would.
In addition to viewing the charts, layers such as ADRS, ATT, ADLL, Piracy and
dding the
weather are available for use, from the preinstalled EasyNav software. Adding
Instrumentation license pack allows the C-Tab to function exactly like thee ECDIS
on board, ensuring the availability of navigational means, even if all else fails.
rd
Not only is the C-Tab your mobile solution to passage planning and hazard
checking, it is also designed to be used in a marine environment. With itss
military grade protective case, it is safe to use on board your vessel.
The case provides ample protection for most occasional incidents and is agile in
every sense of the word. It’s a must have tool for maritime professionals that don’t
on of their
want to be restricted to any one place on their ship during the preparation
voyages.

Having a solution like the C-Tab on board is becoming the standard. And fast.
Vessels that sails without paper charts on board should never be at risk of falling
completely without means of navigation. With the C-Tab the crew has a reliable
and familiar way to continue their navigation in a safe way when all else fails.
Nelson Morais– Bogerd Martin – Chart Track (Head of Technology, Innovation and Support)

Navigational Safety
In The Palm of Your Hand

For
or more informa
information, contact us on sales@martin.be
www.charttrack.com
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Cisco Networking and Security partner
Eazi Security launches Maritime Cyber Compliance
êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜĉĬĦ˙ĉĦ˙ŎêŔŋĬĦŔê˙ŜĬ˙^ʨʒʐʖʺʗʖʻʨ
Ćê˙^ÃŎĉŜĉĥê˙žßêŎ˙ĬĥŋğĉÃĦàê˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜê˙ʺ^ʻ˙ÿšğƎ̇ğŔ˙ŜĆê˙

ĬŜĆ˙æêĥĬĦŔŜŎÃŜê˙àĬĥŋğĉÃĦàê˙ŸĉŜĆ˙^ʒʐʖʺʗʖʻ˙ÃĦæ˙ŔĆĬšğæ˙

ŎêōšĉŎêĥêĦŜŔ˙Ĭÿ˙^ʒʐʖ˙ʺʗʖʻ˙ŸĆĉàĆ˙ßêàÃĥê˙Ã˙ĥÃĦæÃŜĬŎž˙

ßê˙ÃààêŋŜÃßğê˙ŜĬ˙;ğÃĀ˙ŜÃŜê˙ÃĦæ˙ĬŎŜ˙ŜÃŜê˙ĬĦŜŎĬğʨ˙'ÃàĆ˙

êğêĥêĦŜ˙Ĭÿ˙ŜĆê˙EĦŜêŎĦÃŜĉĬĦÃğ˙ÃÿêŜž˙^ÃĦÃĀêĥêĦŜ˙Ĭæê˙ʺE^˙

êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜê˙ĉŔ˙ÃàĆĉêŷêæ˙ĉĦ˙æĉƋ̇êŎêĦŜ˙ŸÃžŔʩ˙ßšŜ˙ßĬŜĆ˙ĆÃŷê˙ŎêŔŋêàŜĉŷê˙

Ĭæêʻ˙ÿŎĬĥ˙ŜĆê˙ʏŔŜ˙TÃĦšÃŎž˙ʐʎʐʏʨ˙Ćê˙^˙ĉŔ˙êŷĉæêĦàê˙ŜĬ˙Ã˙;ğÃĀ˙

ßêĦêƎ̇ŜŔ˙ÿĬŎ˙žĬšŎ˙ĬŎĀÃĦĉŔÃŜĉĬĦʨ˙Ĭ˙šĦæêŎŔŜÃĦæ˙ŸĆĉàĆ˙àêŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜĉĬĦ˙

State auditor that the organisation has adopted good data

žĬš˙Ħêêæ˙ÿĬŎ˙žĬšŎ˙ĬŎĀÃĦĉŔÃŜĉĬĦʩ˙ĉŜ˙ĉŔ˙ĉĥŋĬŎŜÃĦŜ˙ŜĬ˙šĦæêŎŔŜÃĦæ˙

ŔêàšŎĉŜž˙ŋŎÃàŜĉàêŔʨ˙Ćê˙^˙ĉŔ˙Ã˙àĬĥŋŎêĆêĦŔĉŷê˙ÃŔŔêŔŔĥêĦŜ˙

ŜĆê˙æĉƋ̇êŎêĦàê˙ßêŜŸêêĦ˙ŜĆê˙ŜŸĬ˙àêŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜĉĬĦŔʨ

æêŔĉĀĦêæ˙ŜĬ˙ĥÃĜê˙ĉŜ˙êÃŔž˙ÿĬŎ˙žĬš˙ŜĬ˙ŋŎĬŜêàŜ˙žĬšŎ˙ĬŎĀÃĦĉŔÃŜĉĬĦ˙
ÃĀÃĉĦŔŜ˙àĬĥĥĬĦ˙àžßêŎ˙ŜĆŎêÃŜŔ˙ŸĉŜĆĬšŜ˙ĆÃŷĉĦĀ˙ŜĬ˙ĉĦŷêŔŜ˙ŜêĦŔ˙
ĬŎ˙ĆšĦæŎêæŔ˙Ĭÿ˙ŜĆĬšŔÃĦæŔ˙Ĭÿ˙æĬğğÃŎŔ˙ÿĬŎ˙ĦĬŜÃŜĉĬĦŔʨ

Ćê˙ŜÃĦæÃŎæ˙^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜê
Ćê˙ŜÃĦæÃŎæ˙^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜê˙ĉŔ˙ĉŔŔšêæ˙ŜĬ˙Ã˙ŷêŔŔêğ˙ĬŎ˙ŔĆĬŎêˀĬƌ̇˙àê˙
ÿĬğğĬŸĉĦĀ˙àĬĥŋğêŜĉĬĦ˙Ĭÿ˙Ã˙ŔêğÿˀàêŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜĉĬĦ˙ōšêŔŜĉĬĦĦÃĉŎêʨ˙ĆĉŔ˙àÃĦ˙

;ğÃĀ˙àĬĥĥêĦŜêæ˙ŜĆÃŜ˙ŜĆê˙^ÃŎĉŜĉĥê˙žßêŎ˙ĬĥŋğĉÃĦàê˙

ßê˙àĬĥŋğêŜêæ˙ßž˙žĬšŎ˙ĬŎĀÃĦĉŔÃŜĉĬĦˍŔ˙ĉĦŜêŎĦÃğ˙E˙æêŋÃŎŜĥêĦŜ˙ĬŎ˙

êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜĉĬĦ˙ÿŎĬĥ˙'ÃƇĉ˙êàšŎĉŜž˙ŔĆĬŸŔ˙ˊĬßęêàŜĉŷê˙êŷĉæêĦàê˙ŜĆÃŜ˙

ŸĉŜĆ˙ŔšŋŋĬŎŜ˙ÿŎĬĥ˙'ÃƇĉ˙êàšŎĉŜž˙ĉÿ˙žĬš˙æĬ˙ĦĬŜ˙ĆÃŷê˙ŜĆê˙àÃŋÃàĉŜž˙

Ã˙ŷêŔŔêğ˙ĬŎ˙àĬĥŋÃĦž˙ĥêêŜ˙ŜĆê˙ŎêōšĉŎêĥêĦŜŔ˙Ĭÿ˙^ʨʒʐʖ˙ʺʗʖʻˋ

ĬŎ˙ŜêàĆĦĉàÃğ˙êŽŋêŎŜĉŔê˙ĉĦˀĆĬšŔêʨ˙Ćê˙àĬĥŋğêŜêæ˙ōšêŔŜĉĬĦĦÃĉŎê˙ĉŔ˙

Ćê˙^˙ĉŔ˙ĉŔŔšêæ˙ßž˙'ÃƇĉ˙êàšŎĉŜž˙ÿĬğğĬŸĉĦĀ˙ÃŔŔêŔŔĥêĦŜ˙

ŜĆêĦ˙ŎêŷĉêŸêæ˙ßž˙'ÃƇĉ˙êàšŎĉŜž˙ÃĦæ˙ŷêŎĉƎ̇êæ˙ŋŎĉĬŎ˙ŜĬ˙ĉŔŔšÃĦàê˙Ĭÿ˙

ÃĀÃĉĦŔŜ˙Ã˙ĥÃŎĉŜĉĥê˙àžßêŎ˙ÿŎÃĥêŸĬŎĜ˙ÃààêŋŜÃßğê˙ŜĬ˙;ğÃĀ˙

ŜĆê˙^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜêʨ˙

ŜÃŜêŔ˙ÃĦæ˙ĉĦ˙àĬĥŋğĉÃĦàê˙ŸĉŜĆ˙ŜĆê˙ŎêōšĉŎêĥêĦŜŔ˙Ĭÿ˙^˙
ʒʐʖʺʗʖʻʨ˙ŔŔêŔŔĥêĦŜŔ˙ÃŎê˙ŜÃĉğĬŎêæ˙ÿĬŎ˙ŜĆê˙ŔĆĬŎê˙Ĭƌ̇˙àêʺŔʻ˙
ÃĦæ˙ŷêŔŔêğʺŔʻ˙ÃĦæ˙àÃĦ˙ßê˙àĬĥŋğêŜêæ˙ßž˙ŜĆê˙ĬŎĀÃĦĉŔÃŜĉĬĦˍŔ˙
ĉĦˀĆĬšŔê˙E˙æêŋÃŎŜĥêĦŜ˙ĬŎʩ˙ŸĆêŎê˙ĉĦŜêŎĦÃğ˙ŎêŔĬšŎàêŔ˙ÃŎê˙
ğĉĥĉŜêæʩ˙'ÃƇĉ˙êàšŎĉŜž˙àÃĦ˙ÃŔŔĉŔŜ˙žĬš˙ŸĉŜĆ˙ŜĆê˙ŋŎĬàêŔŔʨ

Ćê˙æŷÃĦàêæ˙^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜê
Ćê˙ŋŎĬàêŔŔ˙ĉŔ˙ŔĉĥĉğÃŎ˙ŜĬ˙ŜĆê˙ŜÃĦæÃŎæ˙^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜê˙ßšŜ˙ĉĦ˙
addition Eazi Security conduct external system tests
ĬĦ˙ŜĆê˙ĬŎĀÃĦĉŔÃŜĉĬĦˍŔ˙êōšĉŋĥêĦŜ˙ÃĦæ˙ŔĬÿŜŸÃŎêʨ˙

Ŏê˙ŜĆêŎê˙æĉƋ̇êŎêĦŜ˙ğêŷêğŔ˙Ĭÿ˙^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜĉĬĦʯ˙
ĆêŎê˙ÃŎê˙ŜŸĬ˙ğêŷêğŔ˙Ĭÿ˙àêŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜêŔʨ˙ĆêŎê˙ĉŔ˙ŜĆê˙ŔŜÃĦæÃŎæ˙
^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜê˙ÃĦæ˙ÃĦ˙ÃæŷÃĦàêæ˙^˙êŎŜĉƎ̇àÃŜêʨ˙

Eazi Security is a world leading supplier of marine cyber security systems. It is a Cisco Premier Partner, the world’s
largest provider of networking hardware, telecommunications equipment and other high-technology services and products.
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NaviGate is the right choice
to help your fleet navigate
efficiently safe.
For more than 70 years, CAIM has proudly supplied paper charts,
official publications, nautical instruments and safety equipment to
a large number of fleets worldwide.
A constant focus on the customers’ needs, top quality services and
support are the key factors of CAIM’s success.
CAIM is developing NaviGate in close cooperation with Masters,
DPAs and Shipping Companies, offering customized functions in
addition to all standard services, to match the way navigators and
shipping Companies really work.
All the modules and functions are 100% customizable to meet
Customer’s requests.
NaviGate is used by major companies worldwide, such as MSC
Cargo, MSC Cruise, d’Amico Shipping, Ishima Ltd and many more.
It is also distributed in Canada, England and Singapore, and it is
approved by the major flag states.
New data, regulations and technologies require advanced services
and NaviGate is the right solution!
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MARORKA

GTT Digital Services
Offering a Smart Shipping service is essential
to support the maritime industry with regards
to reductions in emissions.

MARORKA

MARORKA

Energy Optimisation (RPM, Trim)

Achieve fuel savings
An energy efficient voyage execution with help of trim and speed optimisation can bring
significant fuel savings

Characteristics

Value

 Voyage planning based on simulations,
advanced modelling and ocean forecasts
that will bring:

 Simpler voyage planning

 Optimal speed and RPM profile for
minimized voyage costs for given routes
and ETAs
 Optimal trim that will lead to minimized
hull resistance.

 More economical voyages
 Reduce harmful emissions

 Planning and trim continuously optimised
during sea passage.

Applications

Key figures

 Reduce fuel cost

 Main engine fuel savings:

 More transparency

Requirements
 MFM, Torque meter

 Speed optimisation: up to 6% for fleet
and higher for individual voyages
 Trim optimisation: up to 3%

